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NO TOTEM Tl
FOR THREE W

TOTEM TIMES readers are being granted a signiticant
reduction in their workload this month as a result of a decision to
change the paper's publication date from every other Thursday
to every other Thursday one week removed from the Thursday
on which it is now being published, and if anyone out there is
able to decode that statement, please let us know what it means

What it really means is that the next TOTEM TIMES wiIl
burst upon its unwary readers three weeks hence, rather than
the usual two. It also means that there will be a greater than
usual quantity of unwrapped garbage trucked off to the dump,
and a larger than usual number of fish delivered naked to their..g,, intended recipients rather than clothed in the TOTEM TIMES.l such inconveniences are regretted, but it is hoped that the strain
will not be too great.

The next TOTEM TIMESwill appear on August 12, but this
does not mean that the contributors can sloth about until then.
The next deadline is August 9, or such earlier time as you might
feel like writing a letter to the editor.

Following that splendid issue, the paper will revert to its
usual custom of appearing every other week until at least the
end of time. (That's chronological time, not magazine Time).

The reason behind all this mystic jiggery-pokery with the
schedule is that the staff of the paper ls in the process of
changing, and the new schedule will be more compatible with
the work schedules (if any) of those who will henceforth be
minding the store.

Spend the next three weeks catching fish, and once more
you'll have something to wrap them in.
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HAVE A BLAST THIS SUMMER, VISIT AMCHITKA, BOOM CENTRE OF THE NORTH
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SGT. BERT KERYLUK (Gn the cockpit) assisted by six
wing walkers, taxis 409 Squadron's fine new simulator
out of the mothballs, in which it has been stored for the
past several years, on its inaugural run. Just after the
picture was taken, Bert kicked in the burners and
launched into space, whence he has not returned.

Manning the telescopes looking for him are: (front, left
to right) Cpls. F. Wiley, N. Law, B. Baker and Y. Ono. On
the French side of the machine are Cpls. N. Blonde! and
T. Mulligan. The greatest problem in building the new
simulator was labelling all the switches in both of the
country's otticial languages. (Canadian Forces Photo)

Base Blood Clinic Mg. 3
NO MA'AM, it's not the kind of pennant that they use to
decorate better used car lots everywhere, it's the base
commander's new pennant. The old one, fashioned after
the RCAF ensign, with four stripes (for Group Captains)
added, has been retired to the RCAF memorial, and this
gala chunk of bunting will henceforth announce that the
colonel, or one of his henchmen, is on the station. General
officers have a more splendid version of this pennant,
which will be used to wipe the tears away from the eyes
of the Chief Herald. A MacPhoto

A Blood Donor Clinic will be held on the Base at the Rec
Centre from 1400 to 1630hrs on 3 Aug. 71.

DND employees, dependents, and Service personnel not
engaged in active flying duties and Air Traffic duties are
requested to support this clinic.

Personnel engaged in active flying duties and Air Traffic
Control duties shall not give blood donations without the prior
approval of a medical officer.

No blood donations shall be made by aircrew of high per
formance or combat aircraft or by persons occupying cockpit
positions or on-call status to perform essential flight duties.
Exceptions may be made to permit personnel to donate blood
from personnel of flying status who are assigned to non-flying
duties.

--........cc..c ------------------

Yo Ho Ho a ottle of Coke
Monday July 26 is Killer Whale

·-:ount day. That is, when all sorts
l volunteers and members of the
Air Element will go out and count
Killer Whales off the B. C. Coast.
This is not the 407 Demon
variety, but the actual ones that
swim in the water. The Fisheries
Research Board of Canada along
with Washington State, Oregon,
California and Alaska are co
operating in a census of the Killer
Whales. Like most Canadian
censi, it will only take place on
one day and that is the 26th July.
Involved will be Maritime
Pacific Command with VS 880
and Comox's own Whale Killer
Squadron, the 407 Demons. 442
will be there to aid in this count
but whether they will be adding
for the computer or just sight
seeing along Long Beach is still a
question.
Those that deal with the sea

along the Pacific Coast have
been sent some of the 18,000
questionnaires prepared by
mammalogists Michael Bigg and
Ian MacAskie' of the Biological
Station in Nanaimo. These in
clude the Fisheries Department,
ferries, lighthouses, fishing
companies and unions, airlines,
tugboats, armed forces, RCMP
and yacht clubs, including the
one down in Esquimalt.
Other persons interested in

assisting in this study can obtain
a questionnaire from their local
Fisheries patrol boat or by
writing to Killer Whale Census,
Biological Station, Nanaimo.
It is hoped that this study will

aid biologists to determine
whether the whales were seen by
the same observers and the
results will be used to establish
how many permits can be issued
to capture th se whales for zoos
and aquaria.

Once again the Comox Valley
seems to be inundated with
pygmy sailors. Everywhere one
looks in downtown Courtenay the
traditional bellbottoms and white
tops of the RCN can be seen.
While many of these sailors may
be short on stature, they more
than make up for it with their
proud bearing and manner. The
sight of their anxious faces would
bring a nostalgic tear to the eyes
of even the most hard-hearted of
Captain Blighs. The source of
this nautical sea of short sailors
is of course, HMCS Quadra.
Quadra, or as it is known

locally, Goose Spit, is one of the
most coveted pieces of water
front property on Vancouver
Island. It could easily be com
pared to the Four Seasons
property in Vancouver. The
civilian population has long
wanted the 'Spit' for a marina,
and there is no doubt that if the
Spit was put on the open market,
large real estate corporations
would have an open war with the
Spit going to the victor.
Quadra, however, has been in

the hands of the Sea-going
branch of the Department of
National Defence and its
predecessors since 1911. It is not
the most strategic Naval Base in
the world, but it has incalculable
value when it comes to the
summer training of worthy and
qualified cadets. The most
money hungry promoter in the
world would have to admit that
the property is in good hands
after a visit to the Sea Cadets
Summer 'Training Camp.
The 'Spit' is the epitome of

cleanliness and the entire area is
festooned with signs in both
French and English marking
such nautical sites as the War
droom, Ship's Office and the
Dhoby. Coupled with smartly
attired Cadets marching busily

(Continued on page 7)

WEATHER IS THE QUESTION
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By LT. JOHN MacDONALD
To be a contestant in an air

race is a very challenging
business. There are"miles of red
tape to cover, many pitfalls to
overcome, and some really
professional people to contend
with if you plan on winning.
This was the situation of air

craft CF-DTS (No. 78) in the
London-Victoria Air Race. DTS
was flown by a young West Coast
Indian named Rodney Dixon and
navigated by 407's own Lt. J. H.
MacDonald.

How do you get into an air
race? Well, to start with, you
probably need a sponsor unless

Reserves
Go North
OTTAWA (CFP) - Fifty air

reserve personnel from No. 3 Air
Reserve Regional Headquarters
and 402 (City of Winnipeg)
Squadron face a series of
demanding tasks during two
Weeks of operations in the North
west Territories this summer.
Five Otter aircraft with 11

Pilots and navigators will log
thousands of miles surveying and
Photographing northern landing
Strips to determine their
suitability for future
requirements, and in keeping a
Watchful eye on seven ser
cemen from CFB Shilo who are
Canoeing down the Coppermine
River.
Operations will involve

navigation in an area of compass
unreliability lacking
navigational and topographical
aids, short take-off and landing
situations and frequent unusual
weather conditions found on the
arctic coastline.
Colonel Jack Brown, com

manding the headquarters, and
Lt,-Col. Ernie Harris 402
Squadron Commander, will also
arrange familiarization flights
for young air cadets in Fort
Smith, Yellowknife, and
Whitehorse, and run a three day
bush camp in survival techniques
for administrative and technical
personnel.
The Air Reserve will face most

of the problems inherent in
northern operations although
boredom will definitely not be
one of them.

you are extremely wealthy, and
then you fill out your application.
Ottawa acknowledges your
application and, by George, you
are now a contestant. You sit
back and let the whole idea ol
racing sink in and you start to
visualize the steps you must go
through to prepare. At that
moment sheer panic sets in and
you wonder what ever gave you
the idea to even enter. Once you
get over the initial panic, you can
now sit down and start the ball
rolling.
The first step is to rent an

aircraft which has had a major
overhaul within the last 50 hours.
You must install all the required
nav aids such as two ADF's,
VOR, TACAN, DME, HF radio,
and, in our case, a Loran. You
are not required to have all the
nav aids mentioned, but it is very
wise. Now that you have a plane
and equipment, you can take
care of other details such as
permission of the USAF and
Danish government to use
Sonderstrom, Greenland as an
alternate. Permission from the
Danish government is also
required to land in Narssarssuaq
and Kulusuk Island, Greenland.
You must now obtain survival
equipment, i.e., dinghies and
mae wests.
All of a sudden you run

into a stone wall. The MOT
will not allow the Loran to
be installed and require that
a new licence be issued for
the extra radio equipment. But
hang on, with a little haggling
and holding your breath, you
convince the MOT to allow the
Loran for only the race and they
issue the licence. But they have
refused to let you use the
frequencies you have crystals for
in the HF, Now the fun starts
once more - what in hell are
crystals, where do I get them,
and how soon? You find out what
and where but you also find out
that the crystal maker is broken
down and delivery cannot be
guaranteed before July 1st.
Great! More frantic phone calls
and you end up locating the
crystals you require down in
Seattle and delivery is three
days, so you arrange to have the
crystals delivered to you in Ot
tawa. All of a sudden you realize
the air ets pretty thin at 15,000

(Continued on page 8)
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First improve

is in loor
Sgt. Bert Kerelyk and his merry men who toil in the bowels

of the CF-10I flight simulator building this week presented 409
Squadron with a brand new airplane. Unlike most of the big
silver jets which roam the northern skies, pausing only briefly to
disrupt 407 Squadron cocktail parties, this one makes no noise.
Nor does it have to be parked several hundred yards from its
nearest neighbor on the flight line, for it is the only one of its kind
on the base.

The airplane in question is the CF-IOI flight simulator, the
new improved version of which is now in residence in the flight
simulator building. The completion of the simulator completes a
large project which began on June 3, when the old simulator
flew its last trip. Immediately the aircrew had retired to the bar
lo curse the fates that made them take up going to the simulator,
Sgt. Kerelyk and his men started removing the old box of
snakes. Five days later, all the old electrons had been removed,
and the building stood in pristine emptiness, ready to receive the
new torture chamber.

A few days later, a passing
Hercules disgorged the new
machine. Nol, it should be added,
by the "let's throw it out and
hope that the chute works,"
method, but by the mundane
method of having the passengers
carry it off.
Upon the arrival of this

colossal collection of spare parts
at the simulator building, the
technicians started work. Only
three days later, they had
progressed to the point where

e3cu
lated
m

CFB Comox will be the scene,
between 30 August and 3 Sep
tember, 1971, of the Air Tran
sport Command para-rescue
competition. The competition,
which is held annually, was won
last year by 442 T & R Squadron,
based at CFB Comox. Competing
in the year's meet will be teams
from 413 Squadron, from CFB
Summerside; 424 Squadron, CFB
Trenton; 440 Squadron, Canadian
Forces Survival Training School,
CFB Namao; and 442 Squadron
from CFB Comox.
During the competition, each

participating team will be
required to complete the para
jumping and supply dropping
events. Supply drops will be of
two types, free-fall, which is how
they delivery bulldozers, and
para-drop, which is how they
deliver the operators.
Up for grabs this year are two

trophies. The para jumping
trophy is awarded to the team
which does the most accurate
jumping. Last year it was won by
442 on the basis of a perfect jump
by Corporal Bill Wacey. The
Armstrong proficiency trophy is
awarded to the unit which, at the
end of the meet is judged to be
the most proficient on the basis of
the scores achieved. 442 left last
year's meet at CFB Trenton with
this trophy stuck in their hip
pocket.
All jumps, drops, leaps, falls or

pushes during the competition
will be from Buffalo aircraft.

they could apply power to the
machinery without hearing any
loud zapping sounds, or seeing
any minor lightning flashes.
Since then, there has been two
crews of techs working in the
simulator during the week and on
weekends, holidays and high holy
days, if any.
Last week saw them invite a

squadron crew over lo fly the
machine. 'The crew, after flying
an intercept sortie, decided that
the machine was working quite
well. Amazingly well, con
sidering the circumstances, and
the simulator has now been
conditionally accepted by the
Canadian Armed Forces.
Provisional acceptance does

not, however, mean the end of all
the tribulations for Sgt. Kerelyk
and his crew. The machine has
been in storage for some years,
and some of the modifications
that were done to it while it was
in storage left a little something
to be desired. While these
problems have been largely
overcome, enough of them will
remain to make life interesting
for simulator techs.
Ali the improvements that

have been incorporated into the
improved model of the Voodoo
have also been incorporated into
the simulator and this too will
create some interesting times for
the techs. According to Sgt.
Kerelyk, it will be some time
before the techs will be trouble
shooting with the same carefree
aplomb which marked their
behaviour in the bad old days
before all the improvements took
place.
The operational effectiveness

of the squadron has been greatly
enhanced by the dedicated
fashion in which these men have
performed a difficult task.
A comprehensive training

program is essential if operation
effectiveness is to be maintained
and one of the best, and cheapest
ways of providing realistic
training is with the use of a flight
simulator. However, for the
training to be effective, the
simulator must work something
like the real airplane does. Sgt.
Kerelyk and his crew have been
able to achieve this in the past,
and it looks as though they have
done it again. Well done.

MARCOM Logistics Chief Pulls Plug
Brigadier-General R.F. (Bob)

Miller is "swallowing the an
chor" and setting sail for the
west coast. Now Chief of Staff
Logistics, Maritime Command,
Gen. Miller begins his retirement
leave this month.
Gen. Miller is the senior "light

blue' representative in a com
mand that is considered by some
to be "dark blue".
"In spite of what some people

might think, this command is not
'light blue' or 'dark blue' - we're
well past that stage," Gen. Miller
said.
He added that the combination

of the air and sea elements, each
with a complementary
operational role makes Maritime
Command the most challenging
command in the Canadian Ar
med Forces.
"There's more varied military

....

points of view than in any other
command in any western nation''
the General said.
Here, under one command

we have surface, subsurface.
submersible, diving, rotary air,
fixed wing... logistic... every
type of operation that there is.
The mutual understanding and
respect between these agencies
Is superb. The command is an
entity. It operates and functions
as an entity."
General Miller's favorite

postings were the command
postings.

"Command is what we're
trained in and that's where the
fun is, he said. "I've enjoyed all
my postings but command
positions are better than staff
But someone has to do the staff
work. I'd give u
omorrows o "43? "an
mander." 1el com-
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BLOCK BROS. REALTY
Successful

Thru
Service

499 FiHh Street, Courtenay Phone 334-3111

BLOCK BROS.
NOW OFFER YOU

1. Complete Real Estate service across
Canada.

2. Free rental information to list your
home for rent or if rental required.

3. Professional appraisal for new
construction.

4. Complete details on all property for
sale.

For complete Real Estate service
contact "the man or lady from Block's."

AERONAUTIC FEAT
OF THE YEAR SIX

THE COMBINED MESS lost 80 per cent of its cooking
capacity when these six stoves got airborne last Friday
to give a final salute to L.Col. John Middleton, and
welcome L.Col. Dave Haire with a spectacular example

f formation flying and an eclipse of the sun. Reportedly,
57 airmen went hungry at beer call that evening because
all the stoves were at high altitudes, as were all their
operators shortly after landing. (Canadian Forces Photo)

407 Sqn. changes
ownership

dz last Friday upon the oc-
Prtae was uhe watchword of"!fi,,d. i.-ci Jon Middleton

casion of change of 407 Sn. com%"",, Lt.-Col. Dave Haire on a
formally handed over the TS"";",,i 1 speak was very self evident
squadron parade. me pride of "",,us.'First off, it is only a proud
and could be seen shining on ma,' ~j and work with the diligence
unit which would burn the midni",,, feet to honour their com
required to turn out the entire"« of unfeeling hearts would
mzanier win a fiypas. on/y,"9,""eyes of colonel John as he
fail to notice the pride shin1n
saluted the Argus flypast. ,q when the parade was inspected

Pride was on the faces of"" ««jo else but a proud unit would
and then marched past in review· ,e the whole parade a success.
have put out the special effort tom"s, first by getting our six
The technical empire outdid them; ihe outgoing CO with a
irds "Ops A" and then by P%"?",h. such shenanigans you'I
special presentation after UY, !"" sentation will be told in pic
never see again. The story of 1sP",
ture and word elsewhere in the P!""; cold beer, sherry for the

The parade was followed by, """1,~d in the hangar. After the
ladies and coke for the kiddies all %,,col. Haire was presented
hot parade it was welcome ind" ,{er than life size "Snoopy"
with some stolen property, namely a laFB

coiirci yin grimifgeg;,Jg;"?as. was a momenta
The entire parade an rela one involved.

success and_my congratulations "9,$,",,:" 5ion int he is glad to
Lt.-Col. Dave Haire has expresse 1e op! roper "Demon"

be wiU1 us and I hope that we hav~ shown J Lt -b,1 and Mrs.
welcome. I am sure that we have impresse '' i the man '
Middleton with the sincerity of our fond farewell and with'a
wishes for happiness and success in their future endeavours.

MAZDA 1800 PICK-UP
Workhorse Performer • Thoroughbred Styling' '

It's a gutsy, long-lasting pick-up that packs a The built-in safety rack protects you and your
hefty 1800 Ibs. of payload, day after working cab from sudden load shifts during cross-
day.It's a smooth riding camper truck with 98 country travel or emergency stops.
h.p. and a roomy sedan - styled interior. For the farm or freeway, in-town deliveries or
It's even stylish enough for a second car. out-of-town vacations. $2424

sees CHALET MOTORSCourtenay, B.C.
- YOUR MAZDA DEALER

Phone
334-4163

407 Tech R
Here we go again - another

survey! We've just finished
having a bash at secondary
duties and moonlighting and now
the subject is drugs. Next comes
one to determine the cost, in
man-hours and paper, of con
ducting these exercises.

Sgt. Carragher has finally
cracked under the strain of
added responsibility: he sub
mitted his own name for the
handing-over parade. His fitters
are struggling along finishing
their inspections after the
riggers while it used to be vice
versa. As a means of doubling the
intervals between inspections, a
far-out solution would be to use
only one inboard and one out
board engine on each flight, then
use the alternate engines next
time up. Now, all we have to do is
come up with a method for flying
only half the airframe.

Ally Ashdown has a lost far
away look on his face these days:
possibly he's not too sure of the
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wisdom of his decision to take his
release at this time of mass
unemployment. Speaking for
myself, I'II stick around in the
event that the cutting back
process continues unabated, in
which case I might even become
Commander of Maritime
Command. In the meantime, the
moving companies are reaping
their bonanza and those of us who
are left will keep them flying so
that you may sleep well at night.
MWO MacLeod gave this

scribe a blast the other morning;
apparently I persist in spelling
his name incorrectly. Oh well,
the Scots and Kippers never did
et along too well but at least we
are still on speaking terms since
te proceeded to spin a tall yarn
about sagging tired arms
resulting from his having done
battle with the three largest
salmon in the salt chuck. Per
sonally, I have a strong suspicion
hat he snagged either a sunken
galleon or a soggy deadhead that
was moving with the tide.

We must apologize and retract
our last issue statement per
taining to Log Control and the
local beaches: they state that
they have been far too busy
working on the golf course and
other jobs lo attend to their
original assignment.
Still new faces arriving on the

base and one of them reported
here to pick up several feet of
flight line for his section.
We notice that our barbers

have all completed a recent
hairdressing (styling) course.
Think I'll trot down and have my
bangs trimmed and possibly try
a flip to one side as well.
The Repair Welcome Mal is out

for three new arrivals in the
persons of Cpls. Farquharson,
Murray and Wallis.
In closing, we would like to

express our deepest sympathy to
the family and many friends of
the late Charlie Keating whose
sudden passing came as a great
shock to all of us.
GUN PLUMBER'S CORNER
With our number one Fork

Sharpener, Capt. Peigl, away on
leave (possibly he's a member of
the rescue squad that is out
toking for Blackie Kellett), WO

NEXT

TOTEM TIMES

DEADLINE

AUG. 9

Gord McMullen stands holding
the plow handles.

We hear tell that Blackie took
time out during his leave to haunt
a house in Lindsay, Ont.
Jim Zotak is currently

travelling the air show circuit.
His primary duty is lo demon
strate the proper application of
3M when using same as a
moustache wax. •
Craig Neufeld (he was only

following orders) is newly
returned from the electronics
course looking as though he had
been hit between the horns with
something blunt. Don't worry,
man, we all felt that way when it
was over with.

Dubious Dwayne Schlamp will
have the starring role as surgeon
in the Very Rank production
"Vasectomy of a Bomb Con
tainer." Sorry folks, viewership
will be restricted to head-shed
operators from Halifax and a few
selected denizens from the left
bank of the Rideau Canal.
Say, did you try fishing during

one of our recent quickie storms?
People, that was the first
historical recording of white
caps in the bilge-water!
TORP TOPICS
What in Heaven's name has

happened to the weather? Here it
is July and we haven't had any
summer weather to speak of yet.
Some fellow on the radio has a
theory that two huge pools of
abnormally cold water
somewhere out in the Pacific are
producing cold air currents
which, in turn, are disturbing the
jet stream in the upper at
mosphere. Thus the un
seasonable weather we have
been experiencing. Ed'S NOTE.
The Hood wrote this before
summer arrived on 12 July. Too
bad he didn't come up with this a
month sooner since the Man
Upstairs has obviously heard his
plea.
Another successful torpedo

exercise, with the submarine
Rainbow as the elusive target,
has just been completed and
everyone involved in the
operation undoubtedly benefitted
from the experience.
Poor Denny Wickiam and

Gerry Cook have yet to catch
their first salmon of the year but
don't despair chaps; you're
bound to break the jinx sooner or
later. Here's hoping that we can
report limit catches for you both
in the next issue. Will Whalen
just caught his first west coast
salmon, a 4 Ib. spring, and the
big hog is bragging that he ate
the whole thing himself at one
sitting.

AWAITING DELIVERY of the box lunches which will be
served on the table shown in another picture on this page
are Capt. Bernie Roberts (L) and Col. Dave Haire. Capt.
Roberts· job is lo catch the falling flight lunch before it
schmucks Into a zillion pieces in front of the new
squadron commander. (Canadian Forces Photo)

DEMON DOINS
LCol Dave Haire is now official

Chief Demon. LCol Middleton
turned 407 (VP) Squadron over to
LCol Haire on July 16 during the
handover parade, which un
fortunately did not quite meet the
drill manual standards. The
Demons gathered in the Officers
Mess on Saturday the 17th to say
farewell to LCol Middleton and
his wife and to welcome the new
co.
There were a number of

presentations made Saturday
night. LCol Middleton received a
silver tray to serve drinks on and
has promised to throw the old one
away. As well as the tray LCol
and Mrs. Middleton received a
painting of an Argus plus a
telltale photograph album of
their stay in Comox.
Capt. and Mrs. Camilleri

received two silver trays, one

BIG CHIEF
SALES LTD.

"SELL YOUR GOODS AT YOUR OWN 2Q/OE "
FURE ss7-1 to
ii9psgpj. as,@k?
rRucks iiWims' $iiues

Located across from Stardust Drive-in Theatre, Merville, B.C.

6ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF NEW FURNITURE

BIG CHIEF SALES (MERVILLE) LTD
Open 9a.m. till9 p.m. six days a week. Closed Sunday. Pi "-- - 1one 337.5563

from the Base and one from the
Demons to mark their retirement
from the service. Maj. Ash the
Demon BOOT major tried •
hand the BOOT over to Maj. Ea
Smith, who on spying the Go!
Boot ready for presentation
scampered off home. Those who
saw Earl leave say that his wife
had him by the collar and was
heard to say "No old Boot for you
tonight."
Crew 3 have been travelling

around lately and entered into
the spirit of the Saturday Nigh!
presentations by making a few
themselves. The presentations
were booty from Greenwood for
the new CO - all that was needed
to make a clean sweep of the
East Coast was for the crew to
bring 415s Swordfish. Capt. Bill
Ainslie, on behalf of Crew 3
presented LCol Dave Haire with
t05s Eagle and 449s Drinking
Flag. Crew 3 also had 40ts
Buffalo but had this removed
~om them in Comox. Wn:imver
appened to honor amen

thieves? Anyone who happens to
notice an old Buffalo head
skulking in the 'omor area
P"ase contact Bil _Ainslie
""Ugh it is rumored hat he
ad is on its way t Australia"%with the Driniins ts.

ew 3 needed the crowbar to
{$,"ppm grtorg o @r i+st
,. "Han Loop. The only reason3' he crews « sin is ta
}; ,2; 2psi ii sii@nosing
th . lls the crews un fl, l1»· " their bys ' • e "e

b . r· rillinntly p1•q:1rcd
refings. It'its '. tsan achievement en

B . own to get r\',,. ; I\• Ut,
refing Room.

heCrl cw 2 Witl1 l, [ H ~- .. ,, ,11th'
m are Krmon+" to Australis atter
sin" 9 preparation. M!
ue«, Unfortunately ld ne'
i]" as as «sni,,""" s tis noes«v is

the area, The ew'
Continuet n

c

T

-
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FAREWELL TO L/COL MIDDLETON
DEMON DOIN'S

OK DAVE, I'll sign on this side and you sign over by that funny wax mark over there, then
we will go and count the box lunches again, as I am sure Bill is not telling the truth when
he says there are only 346 left. I counted almost 500 before the six Argus got air-
borne. (Canadian Forces Photo)

Medal For Middleton
Marks Ceremony
The 407 Sqn. Technical Sec

tions, with your forbearance, are
taking this opportunity to honor
you for the continuous interest
and support you have given to us
throughout your stay. This
support has made our job very
much • easier and the added
"horsepower" we have received
from your position and prestige
has been much appreciated.
It was not an easy thing to

obtain a suitable presentation to
you on this occasion. Our solemn
intent was to have an "Order"
bestowed on you. Our first en
deavor was to have you bestowed
as a "Knight Commander of the
Bath." Unfortunately your wife
was not able in good conscience
to provide us with the necessary
affidavit that you used such a
commodity regularly, therefore
our application on your behalf
was rejected. The next attempt
was lo have the Order of St. John
of Jerusalem bestowed on you in
reward for the way you have kept
the technical organization
"patched up." However, as this
order has religious affiliation and
the Base Chaplain denies ever
having heard of you, our ap
plication was rejected once
again. Having run out of time, we
decided to present you with a
TECHNICAL ORDER - very
similar to Flight and Section
Orders, etc.
Having decided on this very

coveted order it was necessary to
have it suitably presented. We
requested P.E.T. to come from
Ottawa and do the honors but we
were informed by a level I clerk

in his office that he was busy
preparing for an election. Next
we went to the C.D.S. but a Pte.
in his organization advised us he
couldn't come because he was
busy worrying about his job on
the outcome of the election. Next
we tried various other Chiefs of
Staff but they were busy running
the Service.
As a second consideration we

wanted someone who
represented the Modern Unified
Force because we know how
strongly you support this and
also we had to pay some tribute
to Bud Chura and Pte. Clark in
our organization. With this aim in
mind then, we went back to pre
1927 and the old Canadian Tri
Service Spirit and, after much
difficulty, were able to persuade
that noted Canadian: Air -
Brigadier - Rating McMuUen to
interrupt his retirement and
make this presentation.
Everyone knows, of course, that
Air Brigadier Rating McMullen
is famous for contributing
nothing to Canada's Armed
Forces in their formulative
years.

The Air Brigadier Rating is
assisted by his Aide de Camp,
LeftELEVENENT (that's one
better than a Left TEN ant)
Norm McLeod and the new
Unified Regimental C.P.O. Class
I Harry Fee.
So, Sir, if we may proceed with

the ceremony -
PARADE - ATTENTION
TRUMPETER - SOUND THE

ADVANCE

MARPAC Centennial
Regatta 71
This Friday, July 30, will see

the biggest concentration of
barrel chested sailors afloat,
since the frigates left, to compete
in the MARPAC CENTENNIAL
REGATTA 7I. More than a dozen
units from the Command in
cluding CFB Esquimalt, VP 407,
Second Destroyer Squadron
Fleet School and every Ship in
the harbour, will be vying for the
Cock O' the Walk emblematic of
superior skills in sailing and
whaler pulling. This trophy was
resurrected from the dingy
cellars of CFHQ especially for
this occasion.
At the time ofwriting, it ap

pears that the "Crabbies" of VP
407 have the leading edge in
preparing for this regatta.
Rumor has it, that they think the
whaler course is too short, only
time will te 11. Their doctor has
his hands full removing splinters
and treating soft blistered hands.
In Esquimalt, only the Huskies
from the YUKON have been

practising daily. Each afternoon
a team of weary men and officers
from YUKON stagger aboard
exhausted from their pull across
the harbour. The other units are
no doubt confident of their ability
to win without practise.
The Commander, Maritime

Forces Pacific R. Admiral R.A.
Leir has granted a Fleet Make
and Mend to all participants and
spectators. Refreshments stands
for the use of the spectators will
be located on the grounds of the
Canadian Forces Sailing
Association. The CFSA will also
open its bar facilities for the
duration of the Regatta. Boat
rides giving a birds-eye view of
all events will depart from the
CFSA so bring your children
along for a great day's outing.
The Regatta starts at 12 o'clock
and ends with the presentation of
prizes at 1630 by R Adm. Leir. So
lets see the whole Command out
there to make this a truly
memorable day.

lIatever your neels
we have a plan
to match them
TERM INSURANCE
PERMANENT PROTECTION
EQUITY GROWTH ANNUITIES
PENSIONS

Even if all you need is advice call
mne. Perhaps we can help you e
more out of life, With us ... Life is a
Mutual affair.

Squadron Officers Fund.
Capt. Bob Currie aided Snoopy

with his new image, which ac
counts for Snoopy being so
smart.
It is time again for the CFB

Comox 6-a-side Soccer league.
407 aircrew, last years trophy
WInners will enter a team again
this year. Lt. Joe Verner will be
407s Captain and Co-ordinator
and hopes to carry on the
tradition of winning the 6-a-side
trophy, as they have done in 3 out
of the last four years; they were
runners up the other year. The
Flight Commander has promised
full co-operation and support this
year, so that anyone interested in
a few physical jerks combined
with a little of the soft shoe
shuffle should contact Lt. Joe
Verner Crew 3, Loc. 308.

DEMON UNDOINS
Crew 3 must take a prize in this

department for missplacing the
Buffalo Head.
DEMON SOAPBOX
Drug abuse presents an ever

growing problem, and this is due
largely to the lack of in
formation. A great many of
fenders are young people, who in
some cases have no knowledge of
the after-effects of overdoses,
and in others are afraid to seek
help for fear of prosecution.
There is now a program on
Channel 12 (Bellingham) which
should remedy this lack of in
formation. There will be 22
weekly segments. on the dif
ferent drugs and the ways in
which they affect the human
body. The program is called
'Drugs A to Z', and may be
viewed on Channel 12at 3:00 p.m.
each Saturday. Two of these
segments have been shown and
the series will be rerun in the fall.

COMOX VALLEY
INSURANCE

SERVICE LTD.

Insurance is our
''Only'' Business

Opposite Court House
Courtenay

The Western
Life Assurance Company

protecting Canadian families for more than 50 years

Dick Merrick
339-2758

( then) Air Brigadier Rating
takes over and calls
PARADE - STAND EASY OR

LAY DOWN
At this point, Col. Middleton

was presented with a medal that
is easily more distinctive than
the CD, and one that will mean
far more to him.

SUPPORT PUCKER

POWER
FLY FUNGUS AIR

(Continued from page ")
• the

Myths are supposed to attend,,
AJASS School near Richmon,
Australia to take the Joint U"
Course in ASW. 417s
Capt. Leon Rushcall, _ ",

robust rascal of Maritl"""j
Command is leaving the De"%""
Den. Mind you, he is not oin"
and wiii still have the fate "
in his hands. Leon is off to "!
toria and Marpae as the S!"%',
Officer Air Ops, and Capt. "",
Creamer will be the new Se"
Controller. Watch all the Jal
Leon gets on now. ,,.s

With arrivals and departuf
tu: hechanges occur wmun

Squadron. Welcome back to BS
Frank Creamer who is goin!"
sit in the Deputy Dogs seat wh
awaiting MOAT. Tom Procter?
off to Ascac. I the Deputy Fi"
Commander is the Deputy DOE
what does that make the fligh
Commander. Maj. Gus is goin
into Standards and it is rumored
that Maj. Froehler will bec0T%
the Flight Commander. With al
these changes it looks as though
there will be new Crew Captains
soon. d
Flight lieutenant Ray 'Re

Rat' Ruming legally beat UP
Kamloops on Saturday July 10.
Ray demonstrated to the peopl"
of Kamloops what an Argus can
do in the air, and what they ar
missing by not living in the
Comox Valley. After the Red
Rats fine display in the Airshow
the people of Kamloops will not
be content with empty skies and
will probably picket flying Phil to
have the Demons moved to
Kamloops.
Snoopy has returned to the

Demon Den by devious route, as
when he joined. Ptes. Copeland
and Southward found the wan
dering Dog and returned Snoopy
to LCol Haire after the handover
parade. Snoopy received a new
set of clothes compliments of the

t

L.COL. MIDDLETON has just received the newly
created 'Technical Order'' which was specially minted
for the occasion.From the big grin on his face, which he
is trying in vain to conceal, it is obvious that he is very
much delighted to become the first and only member of
this exalted order. The rather extinguished gentleman on
the left who made the presentation is Air Brigadier
Rating McMullen who was persuaded to interrupt his
retirement to place the order about the Colonel's neck.
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THE BARN FURNITURE LT.
Quality Furniture for Less
NEW-USED - ANTIQUE

RR2, Courtenay. B.C• Bus. 334-1543
Pres.: W. Hautenber

40T DEMONS ACUIRE NEU CO
ID CAPTURC EAST COAST
DURING OP€RATON MIDL -HAIRE.

ENJOY
THE SUMMER a'FAIR

(Find a Blonde)

We would like on opportunity to show

you how we con odd security to the

future for you and your family.

Lorne Vanetta
Res. Phone

2)9.-1910

Charlie Roberts
es. Phone
114.1101

Gerry Kippen
Res. Phone

323-s140

Mel Atkins
Res. Phone
113-4014

Don Grant
Res. phone
1109115

NANAIMO REALTY
(Courtenay) Ltd.

Courtenay 334-3124, 576 England Ave.

ORT AGUSTA
OTEL

COMOX VALLEY'S NEWEST MOTEL
0 36Modern Units Cable Television o Dining Room

IDEAL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR SERVICE PERSONNEL ON
THE MOVE OR VISITING FRIENDS AND RELATIVES

Centrally located in Comox overlooking beautiful Comox Bay

RESERVE NOW AT THE PORT AGUSTA PHONE 339-2277

I

HOME FURNISHINGS
SALE

Starts Wed., luly 21

REFURNISH NOW TO SUIT
YOUR BUDGET
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The Things We Don't Know
In the service though, it is ditteren!

Those arguing with Treasury Board ar$"?%,,
union negotiators, or others shunt€,,
from the mainstream of command• 1eY
are the very persons who would exercise
life and death authority over servicemen
should the services be called upon to fight a
war. Doubt in their abilities, bred by years
of constantly speculating about projected
changes to pay and working conditions
would be pernicious. .

Conditions have changed dramatically
from those which prevailed in earlier and
perhaps simpler times. Years ago, it was
permissible for management, or ownership
to lordly hand down whatever it thought
was a fitting reward for the labours of its
workers. Olten the workers were not
consulted, and had no choice but to accept
what was offered.

But times change, and this type of
approach is no longer successful. Better
education, widespread exposure to
television and wider travel opportunities
have combined to produce a more
sophisticated worker and a more
sophisticated serviceman; one who likes to
have a voice in his own affairs.

What, for Instance, do servicemen
want In the way of pay and working con
dit ions? What do they think that those who
negotiate on their behalf should strive to
attain? Many servicemen feel, with some
justification, that no one has asked them
these questions. They also feel that they are
not part of the process that determines
their pay and their working conditions.

What they do want Is some system that
will enable them to feel that they do have a
voice in their pay and in their working
conditions. They also want some fore
knowledge of what benefits are being
sought each year.

From the sidelines comes the siren
songs of those who would unionize the
service. They are offering to provide that
type of service for servicemen. Can the
service find a way of doing It, or will It go
by default to the unions?

Let's hope we can find a better way
ourselves.

Summer season is rumour season, or so
it has lately seemed, and this summer has
spawned an even greater crop of rumours
than was the case in some of the more
vintage years. Some of the rumours are
pretty interesting. There is one, for
example, making the rounds that says that
servicemen will receive a raise of some
scandalous per cent, but that they will no
longer be allowed to moonlight., Another
accompanying rumour is that there will
indeed be a tremendously large raise, but
that the thirty days leave will disappear.
And so It goes. Most of our readers have
probably heard these and better rumours,
and they are offered ·not for whatever
accuracy they might have but to illustrate
the type of speculation which exists under
the bargaining system currently used by
the forces.

Most wage and salary earners in
Canada have some idea of what sort of
raise, or what changes in working con
ditions they might expect each year. But
this is not so in the service. Historically, the
changes to servicemen's wages and
working conditions are made known to the
serviceman and to the nation at the same
time. Until the final package is released to
the press, the serviceman has no Idea what
is sought, what is offered, or what
processes are used to arrive at the decision.
From this abysmal ignorance stems the
flow of rumour, and from the flow of
rumour spreads doubt. Doubt in the
system, and doubt in the efficiency of those
who are charged with conducting the
negotiation on his behalf.

In other organizations, doubt in those
conducting the negotiations would not
necessarily be all that meaningful. If, for
example, a GM worker feels that the union
negotiating committee is not all that great,
if might not destroy his faith -- if any .- in
GM, nor might it lessen his will to work.
The man doing the negotiating on the
workers' behalf in a civilian industry is not
the charge honcho. If he bungles his task,
the worker might be more than sually
oppressed, but the industry will still func
tion to an extent.

The Editor Goes To School
The TOTEM TIMES has come to the

end of an era. This issue marks the last
time that Rhiney Koehn will have his name
on the mast as editor. For the past two
years, Rhiney has shepherded the paper
past a variety of pitfalls, and has not
allowed it to drop once.

When he took over, the paper was
regarded as the standard-setter among
service newspapers. Not only has he upheld
that reputation, he has enhanced it. Over
two years, he has taken editorial issue with
a variety of topics, and his facile pen and
clear thinking so impressed those in Ot
tawa that they promoted him to major on
fond hopes that he would go away. To en
sure that he would go away, they tran
sferred him to Sandbox U., at Kingston,
where he will spend the next year learning
how to be polite to pongos, if such a feat is
possible, or even desirable.

Rhiney's dett touch on the editorial
page will be missed. His editorials always
made the point without belabouring it, and
did so with a light touch which ensured that
the point would be remembered.

Happy Birthday, B.C.
One hundred years ago, B. C. joined the

confederation that is called Canada. To
achieve this aim, the federal government
promised a railroad and a few other things
that were thought to be far too expensive at
the time. The idea of slinging tracks across
a vast wilderness to connect with another
chunk of vast wilderness was not thought to
be the purest form of reason. But the men
of vision persisted. Despite the ob
structions, the difficulties and the hard
ships, the country was lied together. And
because it was tied together, it tended to
pull together. Slowly, being a Canadian
began to mean something. The acquisition
of .C., by Canada, while not completing
Canadian cartography, assured that it
would continue lo be Canadian. The United
States, which had been looking northward
on the west coast, began to look elsewhere,
and the Canadian nation began to emerge

Not The Best Dressed Yet
How can it be that the Canadian Armed

Forces after all these years has not been
able to adopt a selection of uniforms to
serve all the functional and environmental
needs of the service? What we have is a pot
pourri of garments, borrowed or im
provised, which may put a surplus dealer to
shame but does little to identify Its wearer
as a member of a proud professional
organization.

The new green uniform has received
many well-deserved compliments from the
public and has been well accepted by
servicemen. But, It is a walking out
uniform and under many conditions it is
just not suitable. Witness the poor sweat
wearing his dark greens, tunic included, at
the local shopping centre nearby almost
any Canadian Forces Base on a hot sum
mer afternoon. This is a severe strain on
loyalty if there ever was one. Unreasonable
possibly, but what is the alternative, an
open necked dress shirt with rolled up
sleeves looks terrible. The new sport shirts
now available are another half measure.
The fact is we need a proper summer
uniform; comfortable, practical

Without a proper fatigue or working
uniform a man resorts to wearing a wide
variety of ill fitting, shoddy looking shirts
and trousers worn in every conceivable
color combination. Or on the other hand he
wears the walking out uniform and after a
day's work the uniform looks as tired as the
man wearing it. 4 wash and wear working
dress suitably designed would not only

i

During his tour as editor, he has had to
weather a few storms. Some of the articles
carried during his tenure raised the
hackles of some reasonably senior people
in Ottawa, causing Rhiney, one week, to
print under the banner head, 'The
Aerospace Age Newspaper.. We Get a
Rocket a Week." But the rockets came In
reply to salvos that the paper had fired, and
tended to illuminate the fact that the paper
was fulfilling Its function of two-way
communication. It helped carry the word
down from on high, and it also helped carry
the word back up from the hangar floor,
which is equally important In this day and
age when people tend to gain the im
press ion that they are but small cogs In an
Increasingly Impersonal machine.

So 'tis with heavy hearts that we bid
farewell to Rhiney, especially when we
realize that the next editor will be Bob
Merrick, whose merciless assaults on the
English language will be remembered by
the more long-in-the-tooth Comox
residents. The best wishes of all those on
the TOTEM TIMES staff go with Rhiney as
he leaves for his year among the aliens.

because the old motto of "From sea to sea"
was now a physical reality.

The men who pushed the country into
this madcap scheme did well, and It ls well
that we pause this week to remember them.
They were, for their vision and for their
dreams, roundly excoriated In many
corners of their world. But they would not
give up, and among them, they built a
foundation for a nation. They have left us a
tremendous legacy indeed, and we shall be
forever in their debt.

Centennial celebrations may well be a
lot of froth and frolic, but over-shadowing
them are the deeds of those who built the
country when most people thought It could
never be done.

One hundred years from now, will our
descendants look back upon us In similar
fashion?

solve this problem but could be sufficiently
presentable as to be worn off Base.

Despite the considerable activity by
our forces In tropical cl I mates the order of
dress varies from so-called tropical shorts,
rumoured to be on lend lease from the
Gurkhas, to a smart looking improvisation
on the USN white summer uniform to ...
yes, you've guessed it, the good all purpose
greens. Enough said.

At some bases, where In winter no
brassmonkey has been known to tread,
servicemen are permitted to wear a type of
parka and other apparel best described as
rejects from the Klondike gold rush.
Meanwhile our compatriots from the south
arrive on base appearing to be not only
warm but comfortable In their winter
finery, making our hardy defenders of the
north feel left out. A warm, lightweight
parka and trouser outfit designed to
provide a maximum of mobility for the
wearer so he might do his job in comfort is
needed for cold weather operations. The
need is all the more urgent in the light of
the increasing commitment to northern
operations.

• There are benefits to be gained by the
service for providing a suitable selection of
uniforms to Its members. A man who Is
comfortably clothed for the job no matter
where he Is working or what he Is working
at will perform better. A positive move in
this regard could only Improve morale and
the Canadian serviceman will look like the
credit that he is to his country.

~-
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Remember when hitch hiking was almost a respectable art?

Paint Witho
Painting in and around your

home can be easier than you
think and for consumer savings
is still the cheapest, quickest and
best way to achieve a fresh look.
Almost any room can be changed
with an investment of only a few
dollars.
Consumers' Association of

Canada suggests that if you are
not too knowledgeable in this
field your paint dealer will give' .you all the information you
require on accessories such as
brushes, rollers, putty, edgers
and so on. But before you go to
the dealer, measure the area you
are going to paint and ask him lo
estimate how much it will
require. He will be able to give
you a closer estimate than you
can arrive at yourself.

t Pov
One point to consider: if the

estimate should come to three
quarts, it might be wiser to buy
the gallon for the few added cents
it will cost for the extra quart. It
will come in handy for touchups
as the next time you go to buy the
paint it might be a different
batch and slightly different in
color.
An executive of one of the

world's largest paint companies
once said 'We do not make
money on the paint we sell, but
rather on the paint the consumer

• wastes." So a real money-saver
is to be sure to seal the left-over
paint properly. Clean the rim and
lid of the can thoroughly with
whatever solvent is recom
mended and seal it, gently
tapping the lid in place with a

Letters to the Editor
Who Moved The 707?

Dear Sir:
Last week, the time set for the

departure of the 707 was ad.
vanced by 2hours without a great
deal of notice. You guys are
supposed to be in the news
business, yet did you say
anything about it? All we got
from you was a suspiciously
cheerful story about the collapse
of some tombstone in Trenton,
which didn'tmention the collapse

Dear Sir:
I am sort of wondering about

the operalion of your golf course
these days. Apparently your
committee hasn't been told about
the advent of daylight saving
time, because the last time I
went out to pay my green fees
the attendant had vanished, 4
feat she performs each evening
at a very early hour. Although
the clubhouse ts open, there is no

Dear Sir:
In the last issue of your

esteemed fish wrapper y
ied edi' 'oucarr an litorial about so

newtangled kind of anitom {k
those hard-working people {
CFHQ have designed to be ,"
by_rounderew partueia",
this year's major air sho."
gather from the tone of'
ed·to • 1 th YourHr1al 1at you were not i

favor of the uniform, wit"! "Iight ' Is allriy 1t because you are entitle4• : te toyour opinions, however half
baked they may be but I th •.1ought

Dear Sir:
The end is in sight, you sl

For innumerable years, y{""
been fitting your paper "
outpourings of dozens r he
tennial committees. Na,, Cen
has passed ut hi y""e.
grabbed gratefully. "Ven't
drowning man to a '4," a
some long treatise +", to
some cenitennial roi 4""by
found a new way of ',,"" has
hundred years 6i4. +,""one
accounts of people q Years,
ceaten»ii @in« ii'k!: "ei
Pages, sparing you th !Our
writing anything y Work, ourself, psoon, soon, you will be 4' 'ut
Even here in sunny • "med.
every year is a Cent, ,,her
there is a dwindnj,,,al yea,
things centenni. ""rest i,
are by now s ,,"" Dione,,
vi» cent«»ii~.$?"" d»

al·that the

•

of those who got to their local
AMU to find their airplane gone.
what are people trying to do?
Show that our airplanes can run
just as empty as those opera led
by the airlines? I know a guy that
almost missed the flight that
would have connected him with
Cape Dyer. Imagine how broken
up he'd have been.

He's Not Teed Off

T. Ardie
Master Captain

way to rent clubs or pay green
fees, and one hesitates to grab
the clubs and hustle out onto the
course for fear of being bagged
by a marauding MP. (Not the
hot-air bearing kind, but the
tommy-gun bearing kind.) As it
doesn't get dark until about 9:00
P.M. ( that's 2100 to you), why
can't the attendant be kept
around until then?

G. Oler

Ihe Sharpy at the Gas Pump
that you went one step too far.
You said, "... And what will they
see? A bunch of service station
attendants, and not particularly
distinctive ones at that."
Of all the audacity. We service

station attendants have a sharp
image, unsullied by any duck
hunter hats, or furnace repair
man shirts. Who do you think you
are, you wiseacre? Next time you
come in, I'll spill gas on your
fender.

Gar Ageman
'

Sees Through our Centennial Ruse

can scarcely move. Our
legislators have handed out so
many of them that their pinning
on fingers have become
calloused. And you editors have
battened on this. But mark my
words, the end is coming. What
will you do for fill next year?
How will you cover all that
uninteresting white space. Will
you have to resort to that trick, so
beloved of EO writers, which
says, "This space intentionally
left blank""? I'm waiting to see
how you react to this challenge,
because I've suspected all along
that Centennials were nothing
but a trick played by editors of
the nation, to help them fill the
large spaces which overzealous
advertising salesmen had made
possible.

hammer. Store the can upside
down. By following this
procedure, even enamel should
remain in excellent condition.
The best single piece of advice

is, read the label before you
apply the paint. The label
directions are not advertising.
They are written for a purpose
and for your information. The
Canadian Paint Manufacturers
Association suggests every in
struction be followed to the letter
if you want a beautiful paint job
and offers some guidance for do
it-yourself painters.
Don't jump in without first

making the necessary
preparations. Fill all cracks in
plaster walls with spackling
material, using a putty knife, a
kitchen knife or a versatile finger
and thumb. When the patching is
completely dry, sand the surface
smooth and dust your walls
thoroughly.
To make your painting easier,

remove all hardware and light
fixtures from the room and cover
with masking tape. Kitchen and
bathroom walls should be
washed with household cleansers
to remove dirt and grease. Cover
all floors and furniture with drop
cloths before painting because a
few spatters are inevitable. Now
you are ready to apply the un
dercoating or primer.
By dipping the bristles of your

brush no more than one-third of
their length you can minimize
clean-up problems. Save yourself
extra work by wiping with a
damp cloth before the spatters
dry.

Start with the ceiling and work
across the width of the room, so
you can begin the second lap
before the first has dried. And
remember - don't try to move
your ladder with paint or tools
aboard.
Now begin on the walls and

watch your room take shape.
Start at the upper left hand
corner and work down toward the
floor. Follow this order whether
you are using a brush or a roller.
Finally, tackle the woodwork.

A round one-inch brush is handy
for the window sash; a two-inch
brush makes painting the trim a
simple affair. When you paint
panelled doors it's a good idea to
coat the panels first then the
centre rail. The top and bottom
rails come next, then the vertical
stiles and edges last.
As soon as you are finished,

clean up your brushes and tools
so they will be in good shape for
your next painting spree. Good
brushes are a wise investment
but must be cared for and should.
be cleaned and stored carefully.
CAC reminds you that there

are certain dangers in connection
with painting. Virtually all
solvents used with paint for
thinning and cleaning up are
toxic and highly flammable.
These must be kept away from
children. It is advisable to
dispose of all paint rags im
mediately but at least spread
them out to lessen the danger of
spontaneous combustion if you
haven't finished your painting
and want to use them again.

Massive Aid Effort
Needed In Pakistan

S. Keptic

Five and one-half million refugees! THAT'S ABOUT ONE
QUARTER OF THE ENTIRE POPULATION OF CANADA!

Five and one-half million refugees! Victims of what one
observer has described as "the greatest tragedy of the cen
tury." . .

The suffering of the East Pakistani refugees in India
description. Nevertheless, we shall try to present an ac
picture of the conditions under which these tragic people
living. .

Picture, if you will, thousands of people standing in
freezing rain of the monsoon - people without shelter, clinging
to trees to protect themselves from the driving rain. Picture the
trees - stripped bare of leaves and bark as cold and hungry
refugees struggle to find a tiny bit of fuel. Picture people, in
lines as far as the eye can see, standing silently and patiently
waiting for a single cup of milk. Picture ifyou can, the un
believable squalor and filth of a camp that is without proper
latrines after it has been flooded by the waters of the monsoon.
Picture the misery of the old as they die without medical at
tention - or, if they live, their despair as they watch their
children and grandchildren succumb to dysentery, cholera,
death! .

It is an ugly picture. It is a picture that is hard for Canadians
to visualize. Few of us have endured horror of this kind. But
even if we cannot rasp the entire picture of their misery, we
can understand enough to know that we must help - and we
must help now!

Nine major organizations have launched a Combined Apr
peal for Pakistani Relief:
Canadian Catholic Organization for Development and Peace
Canadian Council of Churches and its member churches
Canadian Red Cross Society
Canadian UNICEF Committee
CANSAVE Children Fund
CARE of Canada
OXFAM of Canada
United Nations High Commission for Refugees
World Vision of Canada
Massive efforts are being made to raise money on the local,

provincial and national levels - because information from the
Indian Government and agency church representatives In
location indicate that cash is the quickest, most effective
method of assisting the refugees.

That money is needed desperately - and it is needed • OW.
Can you help?

You can contribute through the participating CAPR agency
or church of your choice. You can donate through any chartered
bank in Canada. Or cheque or money order directly to COM
BINED APPEAL FOR PAKISTANI RELIEF, Box 1000, Station
F, Toronto 5, Ontario - or Box 200, Station H, Montreal 107,
Quebec.

Here, for light, summer
reading, are some questions and
answers that seem to keep
cropping up as consumers
everywhere in Canada continue
to communicate with us.
Q. Can an ordinary household

teaspoon be used to dispense
liquid medicine?
A. Household teaspoons and

culinary measuring spoons
frequently vary in volume. The
most accurate method of en
suring a proper dose for liquid
medication is the use of a
calibrated glass or plastic
medicine cup which has the
various graduations marked on
it. For purposes of drug labelling
a teaspoon dose is considered to
be equivalent to a volume of 5
cubic centimetres.
Q. How does the food value of

For safety's sake, if you are
planning on using a raised
platform, be sure it is rigged
from two strong ladders and a
wide plank. Otherwise you may
enjoy your new room from the
confines of a recovery bed. Allow
the plank to extend at least a foot
beyond the step of the ladder on
which it rests and make sure the
ladders are fully open and locked
in position.
When painting toys or

children's furniture be sure to
use a paint designed for use on
indoor surfaces. Paint made for
outdoor use usually contains
more lead than that made for
indoor use, Outdoor paint should
never be used on toys, walls,
woodwork, furniture or
anywhere inside the home.
From the price point of view be

wary of excessively low prices as
the dealer may be trying to clear
his shelves of old, deteriorated
stock. Unlike many other
commodities, the higher the
Price, the better the quality. A
ood paint lasting three or more
years is a better buy than a cheap
paint that will wash off in one
year.
Useful information such as this

appears regularly in the
bimonthly magazine, "CandiCons1 o " ansumer. For information
about the magazine write 'on
sumers' Association of 'anad
10o Gloucester st, ouaw'j"

Consumers Groups
Answers Questions

white bread compare to that of
whole wheat bread?
A. Most white bread sold in

Canada is made from enriched
flour containing added thiamine,
riboflavin, niacin and iron in
amounts specified by Food and
Drug Regulations. Consequent! •
the food value of white enrich
bread compares favorably w
that of whole wheat or crack
wheat and in [act may contain
more calcium, thiamine and
riboflavin.
Q. Are all food additives

laboratory chemicals?
A. Some food additives are

derived from foods. For
example, lecithin which may
sometimes be used in processed
foods as a preservative is derived
from soybeans and corn.
Q. Why do the Food and Drug

Regulations permit the addition
of vitamin A to skim milk?
A. Skim milk is milk from

which most of the milk fat has
been removed. In removing the
milk fat, vitamin A, which is fat
soluble is also removed. To
compensate for this loss Food
and Drug Regulations permit the
enrichment of skim milk with
added vitamin A.
Q. Food products are packaged

In many types of containers
including those made from woas
paper, glass, plastics ad
aluminum foil. Is one type
container safer than another?
A. Food packaging materials

vary with the nature of the
products they contain. Food and
Drug Regulations specify that
No person shall sell any food in

a package that may yield to its
contents any substance that may
be injurious to the health of a

consumer of the food." In
Spection and scientific analysis
ensure that this regulation is
being carried out.
Q. Are there calorie or sugar

reduced foods and drinks
available for diabeti or thers
who might require them now that
cyelamates have been banned.
A. Soft drinks containingsaccb«~. .a 'arin r a saccharin-sugar

"Jure are now available and
"haration of the contents ap

Pears on the label. Canned ruits
suitable for

we use in carbohydrate
or calorie restricted diets will
soon be marketed.
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Last week Cpl. Ted Miller made his Centennial jump
trom a 442 Squadron aircraft using a newly developed
ejection system installed in a Search and Rescue Buffalo.
After years of development and research with many
failures, it looks as though a fool proof system will now be
installed in Canadian Forces Hercules and Buffaloes to
assist Pongo troops on their way out of the rear doors of
these aircraft while airborne. Cpl. Miller volunteered to
test this new system on his one hundredth jump as part of
his personal project for the B.C. Centennial. The bison,
which has been unemployed since last year's Manitoba
Centennial and on loan from the Manitoba government,
is the heart of the whole system and remains in the
aircraft through the use of restraints after it forcefully
propels the jumper out the back. Thus, the system can
be recycled until the aircraft is empty. In unprepared
landing strips the bison can also be used to tow aircraft in
addition to other light transport duties. There is one
problem still to be worked out: Cpl Miller has been
unable to sit down the past week.
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Pipers Pollute
R'cliffe Air

TE PUSE TT REFRESMES

OTTAWA (CFP) - Selected
pipers and drummers and 13 land
and air reserve units of the
Canadian Forces will participate
in a unique training course in
Ottawa during July.

Each week during the month 30
bandsmen will attend the pipe
band school at CFB Rockcliffe to
upgrade their proficiency under
the tutelage of Pipe Major A.M.
Cairns and Drum Warrant Of
fieer J.B. Kerr of the Rockcliffe
air element pipes and drums.

Described as a pilot training
course, the project marks the
first time that a school has been
established for musicians from
pipe and drum bands of reserve
units from coast to coast.
Previously only school for
reserve musicians from brass
and reed bands had been
established.
The course will consist mainly

of classroom work and is
designed to upgrade the musical
proficiency of the individual in
line with recently published
trade qualifications for pipe and
drum bandsmen.

Attending the final week's
training will be pipe-majors,
senior pipers, drum-majors and
lead drummers. The class will
attend the North American band
championships at nearby
Maxville, Ont.

t1

WHITEHORSE, Yukon -
Canada's Yukon Territory has
some of the most spectacular and
some of the highest peaks in the
world. And at least one Yukoner
is determined they will be shared
with persons from outside the
territory.
He's Monty Alford, long-time

resident and internationally
respected mountaineer, who has
recently formed "Yukon Ex
peditions", a guide service which
is the first of its kind in the
territory. .
Beginning this spring Alford

will. for a nominal charge, guide
expeditions into the Yukon's
rugged mountains - the most
famous of which are in the St.
Elias Range. .
The St. Elias contain such

renowned peaks as Mt. Logan,
the highest in Canada and Mt.
Kennedy, named after the late
U.S. president. o
The SL. Elias, says Alford, 'are

just one step away from the
Himalayas". Mountaineers from
around the world -- Switzerland,
Germany, Spain, Japan, the U.S.
-- climb them as the final sta~e
before taking on such challenges
as Mt. Everest.
Alford also points out the St.

Elias offer advantages found
nowhere else. These include very
long, daylight hours during the
northern summer, sparce
vegetation around the ap
proaches to the peaks and the
combination of rock as well as ice
and snow climbing. ,

·'Yukon Expeditions" will
supply basic equipment in the

s I f

form of tents, cooking gear,
ropes, ice axes, food supplies
and, where necessary, kayaks.
Participants, says Alford, are

expected to be equipped with
items of a more personal nature.
Trekking tours may be

selected to suit the customer's
time. but most tours offer ex
peditions of a minimum of four
days.

Costs vary slightly with ex
peditions but the charge is most
likely to be $65 per day for a
single person; $110 per day for
two persons and $50 per day for
each additional person to a
maximum party of four.

In cases where air support is
required this, of course, is an
additional charge.
Alford states he expects to be

drawing from a somewhat select
field.
Potential customers for

anything but the easier hiking
tours must be relatively ex
perienced and physically fit to
take advantage of his service.

COURTEIIAY IOI IE SERVICE LTD.
The "Home" of the New

TOYOTA COROLLA 1200's
TOYOTA COROLLA 1600's

Select
Automobiles

1969 Pontiac Parisienne
4door h'top. Full air con
ditioning. Disc brakes. Power
equipped.
Vinyl top.
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FLAG CEREMONY
CO/ IOX AUG. 14

A bearing the National, Provincial,III@le military erem0ly -
will be performed throughout and Territorial flags, a fifty-man I
British Columbia as a major guard, accompanied by the
contribution by the Canadian Canadian Forces Naden Band,
Armed Forces to Centennial '7; and two twelve-pound field guns
celebrations. with crews complete the
Announcement of the assembly.

"Ceremony of the Flags" per. After a preliminary band
formances in 14 areas of th concert the entire complement
Province was made jointly by marches onto the parade ground
Rear-Admiral R.H. Lei and takes position before the
Maritime Commander, Pacific dais. Performing without
and Mr. L.J. Wallace, Genera] commands, the units then carry
Chairman of the British out the impressive and com-
Col bi Cent ··al '71 co plicated Trooping of the Colors.

um1a ·ntennal k Lasting more than 30 minutes,mittee.
• ±. s.. this display of military precision
'This ceremony, a distine is climaxed by a feu-de-joie and

tuvely Canadian Pageant, pay> gun salute. "God Save The
honor to the flags of Con Queen" and "O Canada" the are
federation and seeks to exen played, the National flag is
plify the unity they represent, lowered, and the entire parade
said Admiral Leir. passes in review bifore leaving
Mr. Wallace called the ihe parade ground.

Ceremony of the Flags an
"outstanding contribution'' t Personnel are specially
Centennial year. "Members r selected representatives from
the armed forces are adding land, Sea and Air units of
greatly to the total involvement Western Canada, who have

........ recently undertaken a rigorous
of British Columbia citizens in po weeks of special training.
this historic year,'' said Mr
Wallace.
For three weeks, commencing

July 20, the 100th Birthday of
British Columbia's entry into
Canadian Confederation, 160
personnel of the Canadian Armed
Forces will take part in this
salute to the Province and the
Nation, for which there is no
admission charge.
The Ceremony of the Flags is

performed by a Color Party

·3650

3
Room
Groups

complete
from

month

Lots of colours
and

styles. Your
choice or ours.

NOTIONS 'N' THINGS
Coned Yarn now in - Also Brother Knitting Machine.
Polypropelene Yarns, as well as Beehive Sayelle, Olympic and
Emu. Hand crafted items, Slippers, Cushions, Tea Cosies, etc.

COME IN AND BROWSE
Custom Knitting Done To Order

COMOX SHOPPING CENTRE
339-4311 COMOX, B.C.

Bongard, Leslie & Co. Ltd.
investment Securities since 1912

536 HOWE STREET VANCOUVER I, CANADA
Telephone 685-0221

MEMBERS OF
ALL CANADIAN STOCK EXCHANGES

INVESTMENT DEALERS' ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

Garry W.Smith, Capt. (Hetd.)
SPECIALIZING IN

STOCKS, BONDS AND MUTUAL FUNDS

COMOX CANADIAN FORCES CREDIT UNION
AIIOUIIECES

I\IILITARY CREDIT UNION CREST CONTEST
GENERAL
At the Eleventh Annual Conference of Military Credit Unions
held in Quebec City on 3 October, 1970 a resolution was passed
that a contest be held with a view to designing an official crest
that would be representative of credit unions in the Armed
Forces.
PURPOSE
To design an official crest that will represent credit unions in the
Armed Forces. There are 33 credit unions representing over
54,000 servicemen, civilian employees of DND and their
dependents spread from coast to coast. Most of these are purely
military but several have community and federal employee
affiliations.
RULES
1. Contest is open lo all members of military and affiliated credit

unions.
2. Allentries must be postmarked not later than I September,

1971.
3. Entries may be either pen and ink sketches or color drawings
and on white paper no larger than 8x1l inches. If a motto is
used it should be in both French and English.

4. Entries will be returned only if a self-addressed, stamped
envelope is enclosed.

5. Winning entries become the property of the Executive
Committee of Military Credit Uaions and all rights are
reserved for promotion of credit unionism in the Armed
Forces.

6. The judges will be selected by the Executive Committee and
the decision of the judges is final.

AWARDS

Please drop in and see our selection of 2 door and 4 door Sedans
and Coupes in the transmission of your choice - Automatics or +
speed- ECONOMY

WITH
PERFORMANCE

Toyota Sales - Service

Adult Members
First - $100.00
Second -$75.00
Third - $50.00

Members 16 yrs. & under
$75.00
$50.00
$25.00

2650 Cliffe Ave.
1OB ALEX

Phone 334-234%
STAN

DO YOU HAVE
ADEQUATE INSURANCE?

For Personalized Service
SEE

SURACE BETTY
AGENCIES

542 Duncan Ave. Courtenay

WALLACE GENERAL
INSURANCE

Phone 330.0616

1965 Ford
4door, V8, automatic. Real
sound. New tires. +750
1969 Datsun
Wagon ·2450

1966 Ford
4door. Automatic with rebuilt
motor. ·895
1969 Acadian Sport
2-door. Automatic. Radio, etc.
only "2195
1965 Buick
4-door h'top. Power equipped.
One owner. Sold
by us new. ·1395

At
Nib Johnston
Motors Ltd.
PHONE 134-2441

Courtenay

349- 5th St.
Phone 334.4711

entry form
MILITARY CREDIT UNION CREST COMPETITION

NAME .
ADDRESS .
CITY or TOWN.......·..................··
CREDIT UNION............ PROVINCE ...........·
PLEASE OTE:
Entries will only be returned if a self-addressed, stamped
return envelope is enclosed. All other entries become the
property of the Executive Committee of Military Credit
Unions.
I herewith enter the enclosed crest as my own personal
work.
Signed.................... Date................
For office use only Entry No.

DAVE'S TRAN:MISSIO

COMP!E
AUTOM

542 Anderton Ave.

T
CI FOR
$MISSIONS

Courtenay

REPAIR

334-2917

r
1
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) CORPORL BRVES WE RE GTHERED
TONIGHT TO BID FREWELL TO
FITFUL BRVE WVIO HIS TOILED

LONG &IRD WITH ONLY THE
KL INTEREST OF THE TRIBE RT HERT

HEIS GIVEN TIE TRIBE IS nL[
-<,+,VER WILLING TO ELPOTHER<
, 3,)LOYL,RESPECTIVE,VIRTUOUS

S0JD DRINKER€LL ROUND'
GOOD CHIRP.

GENTLEMEN!
IVE YO CPL.

ROIUNGIN
TOO BnD SOME OF THESE
FLOWERYPRISES WEREN
INCORPORATED IN MY
EDRLIER 155ES5MENTS.

WE MIGT HAVE HnD
THIS FEST IN SOME
OTIER TEEPEE
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The past couple of weeks have
seen a host of farewell parties in
honor of those who are departing
the squadron this summer, which
seemingly includes almost
everyone. The highlight of the
festivities was a mixed party last
week, for which officer Elphick
and his entertainment henchmen
deserve great credit, Also worthy
of note was the cow that gave up
so many steaks for the greater
enjoyment of the party.
Guy Sullivan has returned

from leave, and relates that he
had a harrowing experience.
Guy, who is rather sensitive
about being confused with the
Comox beacon, had purchased a
bottle of guaranteed hair
restorer; the sort of stuff that is
supposed to grow hair on eggs,
rocks, radar bubbles and freshly
waxed floors, none of which Guy
happens to have, but hope
springs eternal. Anyway, Guy
opened the bottle, one which had
been specially built for
marketing in Newfoundland, and
on it was printed the legend,
"open other end", in Newfoun
dlandese, which Guy cannot
read. Consequently, he opened
the wrong end, applied the
resulting torrent of hair restorer,
and sat back to wait. As he had
hoped, the stuff worked, but as he
had poured it out the bottom of
the bottle, the hair grew out of
the bottom of his head, producing
the finest beard this side of the
Hornby Island Hippy Haven.
Unfortunately, the beard did not
survive his return to CAC,
because it kept jamming in the
complex phone system they use
in there to tell callers that 409 is
not responsible for all that noise.
Major Mac and Ernie Poole

went to Summerside last week,
and Uncle Ern's memory of what
is where on the island apparently
is not as infallible as one might
expect. It seems that Major Mac,
who has never been closer to the
island than listening to Don and
his mess of islanders, had lo take
over the navigational chores lo
enable them to find the airport,
which takes up most of the
island.
One would also be compelled to

suspect Ern's navigation on the
ground as well. By his own ac
count, they had to drive 80 miles
to reach the airport prior to
setting out on the return journey
to Comox, and the only way one
can do this on P.E.I. is to cross

over into New Brunswick and use
some of their territory.
Hugbert has bought himself a

second car, but he is having some
trouble breaking it into Fischer
family service. The car's
previous owner was the
Protestant padre, who spoke to it
in the quiet, gentle tones used by
those of that calling. The car,
obviously, has had some shocks
since it has moved lo Hugh's
driveway, and it can now be
identified because it is the only
car in PMQs with its fenders held
tightly over its ears.
Major Bob, that crafty old

horse trader, was only too
pleased to offer a helping hand
when B flight pleaded a paucity
of navigators. With suspicious
alacrity, he traded off Rudy
Witthoeft, who worked for two
days and promptly went u/s.
Major Bob piously swears that he
knew nothing whatever about
this, but one wonders. Maybe his
shrewd trading sense could have
been used on the tombstone.
The CAC has undergone some

changes, apart from Guy
Sullivan's goatee. Harry the Red
has departed for Senneterre,
where he will be programming
the compulor for this and that.
With Harry programming it, all
the turns will undoubtedly be
late. Replacing him is Mike
Pollard, whose comments on this
turn of events were rejected as
too strong lo print by the Georgia
Straight. Corporal Jack Langille
has come in to take messages,
tell fibs, make indecipherable
grease pencil marks on the flying
board and keep the ops officers
straightened out. Fulfilling the
same function on a different shift
will be Corporal Scotty Duncan.
Scotty left the CAC a couple of
years ago, and is still ecstatic
about being transferred back.
Welcome aboard.
Harry Chapin has returned

from the survival course which
was held this time at Goose Bay,
because there are ever so many
more black flies there than there
are al any civilized place. Harry
look advantage of the enforced
separation from his razor lo grow
what might loosely be termed a
beard, if some more accurate
person doesn't term it a black
smudge. Harry succeeded in not
being carried away by any black
flies or mosquitoes either, so he
is deemed to have passed the
course.

Continued on page 8
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Voodoo Nuts, UNISKINS by mac

Bolts and
Volts

ByPAUL KLEM
Last week the BAMEO had a

gathering of the clan. After
leaving the office the following
people were on cloud "Nine.'
Sgt. George Allen of the I & E

Section was promoted to Warrant
Officer ("Min" Class). Those
T.D. trips east finally paid off for
our "George".
Sgt. Ivan Cheverie of the RST

Avionics section was also given
his "Mini' Warrant.
Sgt. AI Joynson of the "Bathtub

Squadron" had to be called in
from the salt chuck to be
presented with his "Mini' crown.
Cpl. Russell Parker from

workshops finally made his third
hook - 19 days short of 20 years of
faithful service. Our heartiest
congratulations to those that
made it and our condolences to
those that didn't including
myself. As a matter of fact I
wasn't even invited to the
presentation. I just happened to
be walking by when I heard all
the excitement and commotion.
I must apologize lo the 407

Salmon Derby Committee for
some statements I made in the
last issue. It appears I was
mlsinformed and got only part of
the story. The winners were
strictly legitimate under the
circumstances. It just goes to
show that writing for the Totem
Times isn't all fun as some
people think it is.
I also goofed on Sgt. Bill

Duncan's retirement date. He
informed me that he volunteered
to stay another year now that his
only worry is chasing up IORs
and Code I demands. Our
friendly Supply Section will have
to issue Bill an extra pair of
heavy duty shoes for all the
running around he is doing. It has
one good aspect though, Bill will
be in good shape when he gets out
next year.
Sgt. Ron Duncan of the I & E is

the man that's ticking off the
days on his calendar.
Last week was a real bee hive

of activity, we even had the
privilege of personally meeting
the new BTSO Lt.Col Anderson
who expressed his delight at
being posted to CFB Comox from
CFHQ.
Lt.-Col Anderson will be

replacing Lt.Col R. N. Smith
who has been with us since Feb.
69, and has been instrumental in
various Base improvements, the
Teepee campsite, the beach
house, picnic site and the golf
course just to name a few. The
final straw that sent Lt.Col.
Smith on his way to CFHQ was
the golf tournament challenge
with the Corporals. He offered lo
buy drinks to anyone who beat
him.
He apparently miscalculated

on that one and figured on only a
few but when 14 Cpls beat him,
that was just loo much. He
decided to head out where
competition wasn't quite so keen.
Our best wishes go with Lt.-Col.
Bob Smith. I'm sure Lt.-Col.
Anderson will enjoy the same
wholehearted support from the
base personnel as did Lt.-Col.
Smith.
We extend a warm welcome to

the new additions to the BAMEO
organization. From CFB Gimli
we have MWO Buzz Fay, Cpl.
Ron McRae and Cpl. Gerry Ness.
AII T Bird experts.
Sgt. Lorne Listoen from 442

Sqn., decided to move to 409
Snags and Servicing where the
action is. Welcome aboard
fellows and join the rest of the
happy crowd.
We offer our deepest sympathy

to the family and friends of Pte.
Glenn Colledge who was killed in
an unfortunate car accident near
Kamloops while returning lo
base from the Calgary Stam
pede.
Pte. William Brown who was

with him fortunately escaped
serious injury.
I watched the performance

trials of Miss Per Ardua the other
day in Comox Bay.
The boat seemed to perform

very well. There's no doubt that
the boat itself is in top shape and
as good as any, and probably
better than most that will be
entered in the annual Nanaimo
Vancouver Bathtub race.
Mr.Len Willing and the boys in

workshops have spent an
enormous amount of their own
time and effort to get i!
operational. I have never seen so
much enthusiasm put into a
project by everybody that 1s
associated with it.
It can unquestionably end up a

winner if the motor stands up.
I acquired a motor more In

keeping with the air element that
would probably be a sure winner.
Unfortunately its ah older model
and we got it too late to get it into
top shape for the race, but watch
out next year. .

We'II all be pulling with Miss
Per Ardua No. "49' as she swims
over the water on the 25 of July

NIGH

THE LANDROFOIL, the multi-purpose vehicle that will
replace the ill-fated hydrofoil as the force's newest all
use vehicle, blasts out of Comox Bay and heads for the
base, where ii will take off from runway 29, do three
orbits, and identify a submarine in downtown Bowser.
Moving on its specially prepared skids, the vehicle can
top 30 knots on water, and .003 knots on land, unless·it is
raining, in which case it utilizes surface tension to more
than triple that speed. (AMacPhoto)

WHY BUY USED?

1971 NEW I?' WIDE2 BEDROOMS
with Furniture, Drapes and Appliances

F.O.B. Sales Lot -Only $5300

$849 Total Dn. Payment $92.35 Total Payment Per Mo.
(Including Tax and Interest)

CAPRI MOBILE HOMES
2300 Cliffe Ave., Courtenay Phone 338-8313

THE SECRET WEAPON IS UNVEILED at a little known launching site in the Quomoxxe
valley, where these three gnomes have been slaving for some time to build a suitable
vessel to scupper all comers in the Nanaimo-Vancouver bathtub race. Reportedly, the
driver is a distinguished pilot, one who would feel lost without a propellor to whiz him
ahout the blue. A casual observer would believe that the rig is backward, but it isn't. The
propellor pushes the craft through the air four micrometers above the water.

{Canadian Forces Photo}

The Base entry "Miss Per
Ardua" No. 49 in the Nanaimo
Vancouver Annual Bathtub race
is in its final stages of
preparation. The latest per
formance trials have been kept
secret due to the unusual
powerplant that is being readied
for its final performance test.
Although we haven't seen it
perform, we have reliable in
formation that it will pass
anything on the water. This

OTTAWA (CFP) - Canadian
Forces Base Petawawa has
accepted over 2,000 students in
four student summer em
ployment programs in response
to Federal Government summer
programs for youths.
Eligibility for these positions is

open to a male or female 16-24
years of age, who has attended in
1970-71 or proposes to attend in
1971-72 a high school or a post
secondary education institute.
The students will, where

possible, be employed in areas
allied to their academic
discipline in one of four
programs.
Thirty students will be em

ployed as civilian term em
ployees to augment normal
personnel resources in the
performance of tasks beyond the
normal capabilities of Canadian
Forces Base personnel. The work
involved will be manual or
clerical.
Range clearance will call on

the strong backs of 45 students
for such tasks as maintaining
proper avenues of fire, range
extensions, and safety features
where applicable.

A six week course which is
called Citizenship and Leader.
ship includes a range of activities
such as hunter safety, first aid
anti-pollution probes, defensive
driving, and leadership training.
Under the leadership of V
Thompson, a retired artillery
officer, and 32 military in
structors from the base, 550
students from across Ontario will
live under canvas in the nether

0
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B TI
power plant was secretly
assembled by the Jet Engine
Maintenance Shop personnel
working on their own time. These
men cut their teeth on high
performance engines for
supersonic aircraft.
The chief engineer and co

ordinator for the bathtub
squadron is Major Ron Thacker.
Lt. Tony Ravenda has also been
following through on all the
stages of development and trials

W
regions of CFB Petawawa as
they learn.

The final program is of a more
military nature. 1090 recruits
from militia armouries across
Ontario have enrolled for
training to militia standard. A
large part of this is conducted in
the armouries but CFB
Petawawa is responsible for the
seven days of field training they
will receive throughout the
month of Aurust.

Reaction to thisinflux of
"weekend soldiers'' and
potential "hippies" has moved
from rigid reserve lo surprised
approval as the enthusiasm
displayed by the summer em
ployees melted professional
reserve.

with WO AI Joynson.
The construction of the Super

sonic tub was the work of Mr. Len
Willing, ably assisted by Cpl. Bill
Onyett of the refinishing shop,
also Cpl. Bram Avery and M Cpl.
Ted Henn from Workshop. The
above team put together one of
the finest performing tubs on the
water, all on their own time.

Sail-in
Supt.

OTTAWA (CFP) -- Sailors
from all elements of the
Canadian Forces will get a
chance lo show their skills when
the annual Canadian Forces
sailing regatta is held in
Esquimalt this September. The
regatta is being combined with
the CFSA National Regatta this
year.
Racing, which will take place

from 10- 12 September, will
determine both the CF and CFSA
sailing champions. The
Esquimalt squadron CFSA and
CFB Esquimalt will host the 30
crews taking part.
The two-man crews will be

sailing the Uniqua 420 sailing
dinghies under current Canadian
Yachting Association rules. Each
crew will race six out of 12
scheduled races.

Regular and primary reserve
force personnel and all members
of CFSA of demonstrated racing
salting ability are eligible lo
compete. The central committee
of the CFSA will select
representative crews from those
nominated.

We Are Moving Locations

From 491
4th St.

Moving Day
July 30, 8 31 1971
Opening Da»
Au9. 3, 1971

To 208
8th St.

(Across from
Arbutus Hotel)
Watch for
Grand Opening

SIMPSON'S SEWING SHOP
Authorized Dealer for Singer Co. of Canada Ltd.

Look tor the famous ''Singer' & Aids trademarks Your guarantee ot
quality products and service.

NIANAIMO REALTY (COURTENAY) LTD.

C. D. ROBERTS
Res. 334-3301

Homeowner
Auto - Marine

Income Protection
FamilyLife Insurance

MEL ATKINS
Res. 338-8834

D.GRANT
Res. 338-8125

These three are available to give you good insurance to
guarantee your family and yourself the security needed today.

PERSONAL y\ BUSINESS
Business Insurance

Consultants
Bonds

Heavy Equipment
Group Life Insurance

NEW!! THE BALANCED ECONOMIC PROGRAM AT
GROUP RATES FOR THE FORCES

Portability. Self Paying for Disability. Guaranteed retirement
income. Emergency loan values. Immediate estate protection
for THE WHOLE family.

Investment and Protection in one packet

BOB HUGHES is still alive
and living in Victoria! If you
are planning a move in that
direction, look him :p at
Shirley Philps' Homefinders
Ltd., or drop a line to 3045
Eastdown Road, Victoria,
B.C.

TAKE THE WORRY OUT OF SELLING
YOUR HOME
CALL JS FOR

THE BEST ERVICE IN
THE COMOX VALLEY

We've been here for a quar of a century and we'll still
be here to serve you when yaet back.

Phone 334-2471
C0MOX VALLEY REALTY LT.

REAL ESTATE MORT,GES NOTARY PUBLIC
oposinouse)

Tel. 339-3000

e
LORNE

HOTEL

1770 Comox

FISHING
DERBY

Top Quality
EEEI

July 31, August 1 and 2
MANY PRIZES

Come and Get Your Share

WE
MUST CLEAR
THE LOT!
COME IN

AND
GIVE US
AN OFFER.

No
reasonable

offer
will be
refused.

1963 PLYMOUTH
BELVEDERE
4-dr. sedan. V-8, auto. trans.
New tires. Radio

y795
1964 DODGE 4-door sedan.
6-cyl., auto. trans. Radio. Low
mileage.

1969 DODGE MONACO
BROUGHAM
4door h'top. V-8, AT., P.B.,
P.S. Radio, W.W., P.W., T.W.
Low mileage.

33895
1965 CHEV. IMPALA
4-dr. sedan. V8, auto. trans.
P.S. P.B. Radio
] ·695

1966 PONTIAC
LAURENTIAN
4-<lr. sedan. V-8, auto. trans. 1
Radio. Low mileage.

·1695
1969 PLYMOUTH
SATELLITE
Wagon. V8, auto. trans.
P.B., P.S. Radio.

32995
1966 VALIANT SIGNET
2-dr. h'top. 6-cy1., 4-spd. trans.
Bucket seats. Low mileage.
Radio. 1

'12v>

1967 CHEV. BISCAYNE
4-dr. sedan. V8, auto. trans.
Radio

y1695
1967 DODGE DART
2-dr. h'top. V8, auto. trans.
Radio

·1695
1969 VOLKSWAGEN 1500
2-door.

·195
1968 PONTIAC GRANDE
PARISIENNE
4dr. h'top. Fully equipped.One owner

22895
1968 FORD GALAXIE 500
4-dr. h'top. V8, auto. trans.
P.S. Radio

·2395
1969 PLYMOUTH FURY
111
4-dr. sedan. V8. auto. trans.
P.S., P.B. Radio. Balance of
factory warranty.

·2695
1970 DODGE MONACO
2-dr. h'top. V8, auto. trans
Radio. TiIt steering. P.S.,
·P.B. 18,000 miles. Balance of
50,000 mile factory warranty.

33795
I
TopQuality

EEII

392-492
Fifth Street

DODGE
PLYMOUTH
VALIANTS
DARTS
CRICKET
SIMCA

COURTENAY CHRYSLER
SALES (1970) LT.

Phone
334-4224

race.



Chapel
Chimes

R. C. CHAPEL
Father David Brabant Chaplain (R.C.)

SUNDAY MASSES: 9:30 A.M. and 11 :00 A.M. in the Chapel
WEEKDAY MASSES: •

Tuesday 7:30 P.M.
Wednesday 4:15P.M.
Thursday 4:15P.M.
Friday 7:30 P.M.
Saturday 7:00 P.M.

CONFESSION: After Mass on Saturday at 7:00 P.M. and
before weekday Masses.
BAPTISM: By appointment, usually the third Sunday of the
Month.

PROTESTANT CHAPEL
SUNDAY, - 25 JULY, '71-Morning Worship at 11:00 A.M.

WORSHIP SERVICES. MONTH OF AUGUST Services
will be neld on Sunday, August lst and August 8th at 11:15
A.M. These Services will be conducted by the Rev. Eric
Scott of Courtenay. It is expected that Major (Rev.) R.

itchie will arrive from Greenwood about mid-August to
lace Padre Archer as Base Chaplain (P.).

SPORTS AROUND
THE BASE

By "SCOOP" PALMER
Minor Hockey Report
The Comox Valley Lions Club

will turn over the entire proceeds
from their Bingo this Friday
night to the Comox Valley Minor
Hockey Association. The bingo
will be held at the Comox Rec.
Centre. If you don't have any
plans for Friday night why don't
you take in this bingo and this
way you will help to support
minor hockey. It takes an awful
lot of money to run a hockey
organization and if it was not for
the assistance gained from
sponsors and service clubs things
would be quite difficult. This is
the second in a series of four
bingos that the Lions Club have
donated, there will be two more
coming up in August. Last
Saturday there was a car wash

•

down at the Totem Texaco
ion in Courtenay and this

• {ned out to be quite successful.
The Ways and Means committee
of the organization have a
number of other things planned
for the coming months and it is
hoped that you will give them
your support. I will let you know
about these other events as the
time comes.
ZONE 1 SOFTBALL FINALS
The Zone 1 Softball Finals are

currently being played at CFS
Kamloops and the CFB Comox
Totems are there representing
our Base. The double round robin
tournament started on Tuesday
and it is supposed to wind up
either today (Thursday) or
tomorrow. It was not known for
sure just how many teams would
be there competing for the Zone l
Championship. Some of the
possible representatives are CFS
Holberg, CFS Beaverlodge, CFS
Kamloops, CFB Esquimalt, CFB
Chilliwack, Navy Ships and

ox. Last Friday night the
ms were supposed to have
ed an exhibition game
nst the Comox Luckies but

unfortunately the Luckies ran
into a shortage of players. The
Totems loaned some of their
players to the Luckies so that
they would have enough to make
a team. The Totems came out on
top by a score of about 8 to 4.
They also picked up another
victory when they defeated the
Lorne Hotel.
I will have a full report on the

Zone Finals in our next issue.
GOLF CHIPS
The Zone 1 golf finals were held

at Grand Prairie, Alberta from
July 5 to 7th. The winners of the

team championship were CFB
Esquimalt with 1008 strokes
while CFB Comox came in
second with 1021. 'The other
scores were as follows: Pacific
Fleet 1034, CFB Chilliwack 1055,
CFS Kamloops 1159 and CFS
Beaverlodge 1162. As far as the
individual winners were con
cerned we were able to place two
men in the top ten. Finishing
second was Major F. Carr-Hilton
of 442 Squadron and in eighth
place was Cpl. J. McLeod of the
Base Fire Hall. These two men
will be competing in the
Canadian Championships that
will be held at CFB Camp Borden
the 9 to 14 of August.

The first meeting of the Glacier
Greens Womens Golf Club was
held a couple of weeks ago and
the following ladies were elected
to the executive: President -
Joan Webber; Vice-President -
Lil Boudreau; Secretary - Laurie
Sweeney; Entertainment - Leslie
Smeeton; Handicaps - Pat
Melvor and Mona Ledgard. It
was decided that every Tuesday
starting at 9 a.m. will be Ladies
Day and it is hoped that as many
ladies as possible will be present.
Ladies who are working and
would like to play in the evenings
are asked to contact Laurie
Sweeney during the day at 334-
3181 or 339-2656 in the evenings
and she will arrange a match for
you. The next general meeting
will be held on Monday, August
9th at7:30 p.m. in the Club House
and all members of the Glacier
Greens Golf Club are heartily
invited to attend.

INTERSECTION SOFTBALL
There are not too many games

left in the Intersection Softball
League regular schedule and at
the present time there is quite a
battle going on for those four
playoff positions. These
remaining games should be quite
interesting and I don't think any
of the seven teams have been
eliminated from playoff con
tention as yet. There were not
any games scheduled for this
week due to the fact that quite a
few of the players are away at
Kamloops with the Base team.
The league will return to action
next Monday and Wednesday
nights so why don't you plan on
taking in some of the games.
Here are the current standings:
USAF &: Supply 26 points;
Firehall &: 407 B 22 points;
BAMEO 21 points; 442 Squadron
18 points and 407 A 17 points.

ARM! ES TRADITIONALLY travel on their stomachs, at
least when they are being shot at, and in these trl-service
days, one just never knows when one might wind up in
the army. Hence the obvious pleasure with which this
unidentified cadet at HMCS Quadra attacks his noon
meal.

(A Mac Photo)

Yo Ho Ho and a Bottle of Coke
Continued from page I

to and fro, ( or is that fore and
aft?) the whole effect is that if
the Commanding Officer, L Col.
S. B. AIsgaard were to give the
proper command, the one con
nection of land between the Spit
and Comox could be severed, a
sail hoisted on the yard arm and
the whole camp could sail to
Esquimalt.

A Cadet's tour at Quadra could
not be construed as a holiday by
any stretch of the imagination.
From the minute he arrives he is
actively involved in a full
program of training and other
activities. The pace of this
program is geared to increase
the boys' mental and physical
stamina.
Training includes such things

as the perennial drill, sports,
obstacle course and rifle firing,
in addition to a full range of
training in boat handling and
other seafaring skills. Some of
the more 'fun' events include a
sky ride 20 feet off the deck,
abandon ship drills which entail
jumping off the wharf during low
tide (not recommended for the
faint of heart), running through a
smoke filled tent and swinging
across a sand pit on a rope. In
short, Quadra is fast becoming
the summer Cornwallis of the
West Coast.

During their sailing training
the boys become qualified on four
types of boats leading up to the
sailing of a 32 foot cutter. There
is a fun-filled overnight sailing
exercise where three sailing
cutters loaded to the gunwales
with cadets and a mother ship
sail to Henry Bay, remaining out
for just over 24 hours. During this
time the three boats are in
competition with each other,
vying for points in handling,
sailing, rigging and signalling
each other. These are open boats
and not cabin cruisers. The
cruise is definitely for training
and not for pleasure. Concerned
mothers may put their worried
hearts at rest for the cadets are
fully equipped with exposure
suits and are in the most capable
of hands. What tales of en
durance must come from these
cruises when the Cadets return
home and relate their ex
periences to their landlubber
friends.
The Cadets' ages range from 14

to 17 years with the younger ones
staying for the short 'two week'
courses only. The older Cadets,
or Senior Cadets have the dual
role of practising leadership and
physical conditioning. They take
sessions of practical leadership
and must have attained certain
degrees of proficiency before
they leave. The 60 staff Cadets
actually carry out the main
functions of the base. They take
care of and handle the boats.
Give instruction, take care of
parades, supply sections, man
the radio shack, give P. R. &: T.

training, serve as senior hands
on the sea going boats and
wonder what the girls are like
downtown. They are, in short,
undergoing 'on the job training'
and must pass certain standards
by the end of the summer.
In addition to all this there are

7 Cadets taking a Bos'ns
Engineering Course, 8 are taking
a Bos'ns Medical Assistant's
course, there are 20 Foreign
Exchange Students from the U.
K., Netherlands and Sweden, as
well as 16 Officer Cadets
(reserve) on a 3 month course.
The most astonishing thing of

all is that all orders are given in
French and English, on alternate
days, which tends to leave half of
the Spit's population wondering
what is going on all of the time.
The overall impression of the

discipline on Quadra is that it
seems to be designed to en
courage the cadets to enlist in the
Air Element of the Canadian
Armed Forces when they are old
enough.
The Cadet Band is made up of

Cadets from units all across the
country. A prerequisite is that
they must be able to read music
before they are ever qualified to /
come to Quadra. Amazingly
enough, within 36 hours of their
arrival, the band is assembled,
on parade and playing together.
They spend most of their time
attending things like the Van-

. couver Sea Festival and the
Courtenay a'Fair as well as their
well-known Sunset Ceremonies.
Anyone who has heard them will
attest to their professionalism.
The boys must give some of the
credit to their very capable
leader, Captain E. Shepard of
Kamloops. He has served as a
bandsman in all three services
since 1936 and is now a retired
music teacher.
If helping boys take a giant

step towards manhood and
giving them a valuable and
enjoyable summer of training
counts for anything, then Quadra
must be one of our best national
assets.

COMMOIWEALTH MOBILE
HOMES LTD.
DIPLOMAT.

AMBASSADOR
STATESMAN

All Canadian Built
C.S.A. Approved and Fully
Serviced.

10 Year Financing
We take trade-ins

Localed on Anderton Rd.,
Comox

Phone 339-3990
Also at Parksville, B.C.

Phone 248-3921

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1690,

Courtenay, B.C.

CLASSIFIEDS
,gt» • ewe

Si6,, "ht German trailer.
," 4. Fully insulated.
1..,],"electric fridge. built in
a!:,,"no stori. s«ii@ss
tent "". ?2 burner stove. Full
1ii,,"nsion. Hitch Brakes
@ 4!}" ?v 1uov propane -gross

w lbs. - hitch wt 65 lbs, as,"2on. Prise is» ti.
v, seen at 1604 Dogwood
;"mo. Pi. so-soio or ci.

, loc, 332.
FOR SALE: CARS: 1963 VW 1500
station wagon. Major S. Ash. 1oc.
321 or 334-2209.
FOR SALE: 966 Vauxhall Viva
Deluxe. Driven only by a couth
young fighter pilot at sub-sonic
speeds. Good condition. ideal
second car for a corporal,or first
car for an officer. Call 339-2506
NEAR NEW 1970 Camaro 307 cu.
in., 3 speed automatic. POWER
STEERING and'POWER
BRAKES. ONLY 8500 original
miles. Sell or trade for small car.
Phone Norm Loc. 318 or 339-4382
evenings.
WANTED - Utility trailer. Must
lave good tires, be in top con
dition, clean and dirt cheap. Call
Seemore 339-3104

FOR SALE:
DICTIONARIES

WEBSTER
Library size 1970 edition, brand
new, still in box. Cost new $45.

(WILL SELL FOR $15)
Deduct 10 per cent on orders of 6
or more.

MAILTO
NORTH AMERICAN

LIQUIDATORS
58- 158 2nd Ave. N. Dept. B-114

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
C.O.D. orders enclose $1.00 per
volume good will deposit. Pay
balance plus C.O.D. shipping on
delivery. Be satisfied on in
spection or return within 10 days
for full refund. No dealers, each
volume specifically stamped not
for resale.

FOR SALE: CARS: 1966 Ford
Galaxie hardtop. One owner.
37,000 miles. new tires. Asking
$1025. Phone 339-3231 or local 368.

FOR SALE: Large pasture,
located immediately adjacent to
Trenton air patch. Used only by a
committee as an architect's sand
box. Contact Memorial Fund
Committee, Astra, Ont.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
GUARANTEED

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELLERY
REPAIRS

COMOX JEWELLERS
BOB EMBLETON

Closed on Mondays
1828 Comox Avenue

McCONOCHIE'S
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES LTD.

430 FIILh Street Courtenay, B.C

our Westinghouse, Speed Queen,
Motorola, Admiral Dealer

WHERE SERVICE FOLLOWS THE SALE

OFFICER'S MESS
ENTERTAINMENT

JULY 1971
Thurs. 22nd Quadra Mess Dinner
Fri. 23rd - TGIF • Bottle Draw
Sun. 25th Family BQ - 7-9 p.m.
Fri. 30th - TGIF • Bottle Draw
Sat. 31stWine & Cheese- Dance 9:30-1:30

Family BQ 7-9p.m.- 1,8, 15, 22, 29
'TGIF & Bottle Draws6, 13, 20, 27

'Beer Garden' & BQ Dance 14

'Monte Carlo' & BQ 18

Western Nile BQ & Dance 28

Comox Paint & Floor Covering
We Stock Roll of Carpet and 12' Linoleum

Carpet and Chesterfield Cleaning is Part

of Our Business

1803 Comox Ave.

THE COURTENAY
FLORIST

Night 334-2027
Day 334-3441

877 -5th St
Courtenay

SERGEANT'S MESS
Entertainmen.t for

JULY 1971
July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30-Happy Hours
July 3, 10, 24, 31 Combo Nights - Alley Cats - Reddi Hot-Foods
July 26 Guns of San Sebastion

AUGUST 1971
(Additionally)

EVERY FRIDAY: "Happy Hours" with subsidized beer and
specials on Reddi-Hot foods.
EVERY SATURDAY: Hot foods available- 'COMBO
NIGHTS".
EVERY SUNDAY: Family Dinners - by reservations only.
EVERY DAY: Shuffleboard, Darts, Billiards, Golfing, Your
Favorite Beverage, Fish Stories, Etc.
September; beach Party (weather permitting). Details will be
announced later.
Aug. 2 Movie - "T Games) (Olympics).
Aug. 7-- Combo Night - Alley Cats.

Jr. Ranks
Club
July Entertainment

July 23 -- TGIF

July 24- Hard Times Dance - "Cascades" - H.T. Dress - 50c, no
food

July 25- "Cascades - Annex

July 27 Movie - "Guns For San Sebastian" - Anthony Quinn

July 30- TGIF

July 31- "Sea Hawk" - Half Price -No Food.

No Bingo Until September
p=

BASE THEATRE
JULY 1971

Phone 339- 2273

I

MOVING TO
TRENTON?

Write for
free map and
information
on

Homes
Rentals

G E Forch~Mortgages

Barry and Forchuk
Real Estate Ltd.

Phone 392-9228
82 Division St.

"EVERYTHING IN
HOUSING"

SUPPORT
OUR

ADVERTISERS

They Pay For
(our Newspaper

HARSEEKA KENNELS
C.K.C.REG.

Fox Terrier (Wire)
Puppies Available

Boarding Constant Care
Heated - Insulated
Large Dogs $1.50
Calendar Day
Small Dogs

$1.25 Calendar Day
Cats .75 Calendar Day

GROOMING ALL BREEDS
Poodles Scissor Finished
Free Pick-up and Delivery

Call 338-8891

Del's Trailerland Ltd.
MOBILE HOME PARK

Last turn right Comox-Powell
River Ferry.
Water access, 2 blocks from
finest salmon fishing on
Island and l mile from base.
CONCRETE PADS, CAR
PORTS, STORAGE AREA,
FULLY SERVICED.

65 UNITS
Wilkinson Road
Phone 339-4278

RRI, Box 5, Comox, B.C.

MUSIC LESSONS
ACCORDION
GUITAR
CLARINET
SAXOPHONE
FLUTE
0BOE
BASS

DOUG MacLEAN
MUSIC STUDIOS

338-5414 tin

GEORGE HAMM
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELLER

C.P.R. Watch Inspector
Rolex Watches - Columbia Tru-Fit Diamonds

332 Fifth Street -- Phone 334-3911
Box 1269, Courtenay, B.C.

ATTENTION SERVICE PERSONNEL
Be sure to look at our selection of diamonds and
matching wedding rings before making a purchase.
Al guaranteed and certified with one year insurance
policy. Sized on the premises within one-hall hour of
purchase.

All merchandise serviced on our own property
Not sen away

I
LONDON.TO.VICTORIA.TO.COMOX The second-place
finisher in the Centennial Air race arrived at CFB Com0x
last weekend. The pilot, Mr. Tim Phillips, of Dublin,
Ireland, was in the area to visit his uncle, who lives on
Hornby Island. After spending a few days on the island,
Mr. Phillips will leave to spend some time with Ernest K.
Gann, also an air race participant, and author of Fate Is
The Hunter and other books.

REA
INSURA
P. Leo. Anderton Co. Ltd.

L. W. Anderton - Notary Public

Est. 1911-Phone 338-5321

For Evening Service Call

Norm Howarth
Fred Parsons
Dave Avent
John Calder

£
CE

334-4576
339-2813
338 -8333
339- 3839

Fri. July 23
Sat. July 24

THE LONGEST DAY
Richard Burton
John Wayne

War Spectacular
3 Hours

Sun. July 25

HOW TO SAVE A MARRIAGE
AND RUIN YOUR LIFE

Dean Martin
Stella Stevens

Comedy

Fri. July 30
Sat., July 31

THE STRANGER RETURNS
Tony Anthony Rough, 'Tough
Danile Vargas Western

lestricted shows 18 years and above - Under 18 years of age
must be accompanied by a person over 18.

Please notice -
No Saturday Matinees from July 3 to September 4

SIMPSON'S
MARINE SUPPLIES

Guns and Ammunition
AII Types of Fishing Gear

Boat Hardware

@Life Preservers and Ski Belts

@ Fibreglass Supplies

433 Fifth Street, Courtenay Phone 334 -p922

NEXT
(
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CENTE AL AIR RACE
Continued from page 8

The galloping gourmets who
inhabit 407 Squadron are still
thanking super-sub and his
anonymous nav for the superb AI
approach the other evening
which added a touch of verve to
an otherwise sedate cocktail
party. It is rumored that one wife
eta record for thebest freehand
cocktail glass throw.
Speaking of super-sub, he and

Pete Dunda spent the past week
doing acceptance trials on the
new simulator. John thought it
was OK, but Pete turned it down
because the air conditioner didn't
put out garlic scented air.
Orv Malcomson has returned

to the valley, bringing his wife,
family and dog, and the dog has
created some problems. The
motel was not enthusiastic about
the dog, so Orv has been playing
musical motels, which got sort of
tiresome. He then offered to put
everyone up in the kennel, but the
kennel operator, while quite
happy about taking the dog,
wasn't too enthusiastic about
Orv. At last report, he was still
moving every day.
Rumor of the Week: Gord

Saunders tried the fat man's diet
and it worked. He got fat.

ft, over the Rockies so you have
to have 02. Canox in Vancouver
are mast obliging and completely
supply you with 02, reulators,
and masks. Now you find out that
BFO does not mean what you
think, it really means Beat
Frequency Oscillator and it is
required on your ADF in order
for you to properly identify the
radio signal in Europe. Another
mad scramble and this is solved.
It is also very handy to have low
altitude enroute charts for
Europe but no one seems to have
them. A stroke of luck, one of the
contestants has cancelled out or
the race and conveniently has all
the enroute charts for all Europe
and Iceland. For a mere $35.00
you now have the charts and,
believe me, they are worth their
weight in gold. After a number of
briefings from ex-RCAF aircrew
on the horrors of flying into Bluey
West One (Narssarssuaq), you
feel you are ready to leave for
London. Halt, people keep asking
about a C of A. With all the action
around Altair Aviation, one is led
to believe it means "circuit of
action" but, alas, it really means
"certificate of airworthiness" for
the aircraft. It seems that with
all the modifications to the
aircraft it has to be inspected and
certified airworthy. Another

I
i

r

-
LT. W. M. (BILL) KEENER arrived at CFB Comox 1
July 1971 to replace Capt. Don McReynolds as the Base
Physical Education and Recreation Officer. Don is
posted to CFB Borden to work in the Standards Section at
the Forces School of Physical Education and Recreation.
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stroke of luck - a MOT inspector
just happens to walk through the
door and, voila, we have a C of A.
London, here we come.
The trip across Canada went

well except for a little scare over
Lake Superior when we ac
cidentally entered a towering
cumulus cloud. Boy, you don't
feel scared until you sec your
wing tips attempt to clasp hands.
We arrived in Ottawa and so did
our HF crystals. A quick call to L
Col Hallowell, CO 412 Sqn., and
we were at Uplands with two
technicians making repairs. Off
we go to Quebec City to be
grounded for two days due to a
cold front. At last we arrive in
Goose Bay, and now the real fun
began.
It was decided not to put an

extra fuel tank on board, since
we carried 6 hours and 15
minutes of fuel and our longest
leg was 4and 15. Problem No. l -
with no extra fuel we would have
to fly VFR, since we couldn't
meet ICAO IFR requirements of
fuel for destination, and alter
nate, and 45 minutes. This was all
right as the weather had been
good and should stay good.
Problem No. 2 - the weather did
not stay good. We sat in Goose
Bay for five and one half days
and each day was something Like
this: 500 ft, overcast, light to
moderate icing, freezing level
4000 ft, and heavy sea. The two
days that the weather lifted to
allow a VFR flight, the weather
in Greenland changed to clouds
and winds gusting to 50 kts at
Narssarssuaq. If we had put a 40
gallon tank on board, we could
have made the trip but without
the 40 gallons of gas, we were
SOL as far as flying. On the day
before our last possible crossing

date, where we could b in
position at Abingdon, we went to
a met briefing and found out the
weather was bad and would pe
getting worse in another 24
hours. We had played a gamble
with Mother Nature, of fuel
against weather, and lost to
Nature.

We packed our bags and
started to return home to Van
couver. In Montreal we sent a
cable to the Race Headquarters
in London to cancel us out of the
race. 'That was the hardest cable
either of us had ever drafted. In
Montreal our hotel room was
relieved of $2,000 in travellers
cheques, around $600 in camera
equipment, and a navigation
watch, but that is another story.
On July 1st we sat and watched

Calude Butler take our place and
open the race. That was an ex
cuse for a little beverage. What a
short day July 1st was!
Heading west, we encountered

bad weather in turbulence and
CB's. We stopped in Regina and
rested. The next day we flew to
Lethbridge, fueled, and had a
met briefing for the last leg over
the Rockies. The met showed
clouds topped at 12 grand and a
50 kt headwind, due to funnelling
effect, until we reached Kim
berly and from there on the
winds would be 270 10 and cloud.
We left Lethbridge and had just
levelled at 14,000 ft, about 20
minutes into the Rockies, and
were setting up for cruise. All of
a sudden both engines decided to
act up. We applied carb heat and
nothing happened. Rod pushed
the throttles to full power, as we
were now at 80 ktS I.A.S. (79 ks
being stall speed) and dropping
at 500' min. The engines were
still running and· we had

ADULT SWIMMING CLASSES
Commences - 3rd August - Open to all adults - Male or
Female.
Cost - $5.00 per person.
Length of course - 3rd August to the 26th August. 7..

CHILDRENS' SWIMMING CLASSES
19July to the 6 August - There are still a few openings for kids

in this session, but they are being filled fast. Contact the
Recreation Centre as soon as possible if any interest
to these classes.

9 August to the 27 August - Still a few vacancies available
here, but will be filled, quickly.

SPECIAL NOTICE
There will be no open swimming on Friday, July 23 from 1330
to 1539 hours.

Continued from page 1

managed to hold altitude. I
hollered at Rod to turn around
and head for the Prairies. Both
enmnes were still sputtering and
carb heat had no effect. We got
off airways and headed for
Calgary.Once we were below the
freezing level, the port engine
started to run okay, but not the
starboard. In Calgary the
engineer checked the engines
and found the de-icing on the port
engine wasn't working and the
plugs in a couple of cylinders on
the starboard engine were wet
with oil and not firing.

At that point we said, "To hell
with it' and went for a night's
rest. The next morning the
weather was really bad to cross
the Rockies, plus the plane
wasn't ready. After a little
conference with the powers-to-be
we decided to fly home Air
Canada and return at a later date
to pick up the plane.
There was much to be learned

from this little expedition. You
meet many different people,
some good, some bad, but it is all
worth the experience and
knowledge you pick up.
It is very disappointing to see

that sensationalism seems to be
the only way to sell newspapers.
There was a certain pilot who
punched out his captain and flew
the race by himself. My, my, how
flashy can you get? Well, he got
front, centre and back page
coverage of every newspaper in
Canada. But what about the
racer who spent around 1hours
of his race time leading some lost
pilots, who were low on fuel, up
the fjords into Narssarssuac and
probably saved their necks. He
got 2 column inches.
Both of us feel that one learns

an awful Jot from an adventure
like this and we both agree that
when the next air race comes
along, we are going to try to be in
it. However, the next time we will
be one huge flying gas bag.
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The Centennial 71 Fitness
Program for British Columbia
offers every male and female
over 18 years of age to compete in
the British Columbia 71
Program.

For further information or
assistance, contact the Base
Physical Education and
Recreation Centre anytime.

M.KIEETME
COURTENAY TIRE LTD.

ONCE A YEAR SALE ON LAREDO RAIN TIRES

Truo "78 Series design • bolted construction 2 ply
nylon casing. 2 ply hi-modulus rayon bolt under 'A3'' Series design - AII Nylon construction.

tho tread. g/E# SI1t
ea. ]
Siu» IF70-14 6.50-13wEN YOU UY 4 HEN You EUY 4

IOTHER ALO OTHER
Ss FITS DUY I Eur 7 EUY 3 EU 4 SI1ts EUY 1I EUY2 LUY 2 £Ur 4

F78-14 775-4 3188 a 30.88 II 2928 a 2388 550-12. 600-12
6 00-13, 650-13 222 u 2128 a 20283 a 923 a

G78-14 8.25.14 3488 a 3388 a 3288 0 3188 a 560.15
700-13, 645-14

H78-14 855.14 3788 ea 3683 a 35.88 a 348$ a 695.14, 7354 2428 a 2323 u 2233 a 2123 a
685.15

G78-15 815-15 3488 a 3388 s 3283 a 3183 u 115.14, 775.15 1688 o 2523 0 243 a 2323a
82514, 825.15 2788 s 1628 a 2533 a 142 a

H78-15 8.45-15 3723 a 3668 a 3583 a 3488 a 85514, 85515 3088 a 293 a 2723 a 262a
88514, 385.15 3388 a 3283 a 313 o 3032 a

EASY CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE ELAKWALLS - DEDUCT IOO FROM EACH OF THE ASOVE PRIES

PASSENGER SUMMER RETREADS

1s +re...+14.95 2a+re........·.00
Fully Guaranteed All sizes available

Chrome reverse wheels Popular Sizes ..............Only '20.40

COURTENAY TIRE LTD.
"·YOUR UNIROYAL DISTRIBUTOR""

Cumberland Rd. at McPhee

G

Ib.
bag

CLARITA STANDARD

GREEN GIANT

EEDS

c ............ 8 oz .

QUID 6 oz. btl.

TO CRYSTAL . 2 oz.
pkgs.

WAX ""........re.»

c

C

C

c

Freshest Produce Under the Sun

j@Tr0Es
WASHINGTON

PEACHES
OKANAGAN

CHERRIES
GRANNY SMITH

APPLES· FROM AUSTRALIA

lbs.

lb.

108

OKANAGAN APRICOTS AVAILABLE THIS WEEK

and
Brown
Sugar

14 0z.

tins

in Tomato
Sauce .

28 oz.
tin

PURITAN

C

C

LI

BYE THE SEA

T
6 oz.
tin

CLEARBROOK FARM

NABOB STEWED

TOMATOES
249°

TIRES TIRES alUNIROYAL'

334-241

PRICES EFFECTIVE.
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.,
JULY 22, 23 and 24

SUPER-VALU STORE

COURTENAY & COMO
WE RESERVE THE RIG
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

utdoor
oods

ave Fun in the Sun
and your Budget Too!

RUMP ROAST
a GOV'T INSPECTED 89FROZEN New Zealand BEEF C
lst and
2nd CUTS lb.

o GOVT INSPECTED FROZEN New Zealand BEEF

STEAK
A Weekend Must lb.

o GOVT INSPECTED New Zealand FROZEN RIB

LAMB CHOPS
• GOVT INSPECTED ''WILTSHIRE'' BEEF

$AUSAGES•••. 99°

* SIRLOIN* T-BONE * CLUB

OR
ROAST

c

·GOVT INSPECTED ''WILTSHIRE'' SLICED

SIDE BACON.••.69°

I


